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USING INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 
TO IMPROVE ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 

Michael A. Gollin* 

[W]e face the question whether a still higher "standard uf  liv- 
ing'" is worth its cost in things natural, wild, and free. For us 
of  the minority, the opportunity to see geese is more important 
than television, and the chance to find a pasque-flower is a 
right as inalienable as free speech.** 

INTRODUCTION 

A central tenet of  our economic system is that technological innova- 
tion is necessary to maintain and improve our standard of  living. Yet, 
few would dispute that technology causes pollution and wastes natural 
resources. During the past twenty years there has been an increased 
recognition that much of  the technology employed in manufacturing, 
agriculture, and transportation damages the environment. However, 
other technology can reduce and prevent pollution and minimize waste 
of  resources. An environmental perspective, therefore, distinguishes 
between harmful and beneficial technologies, and discourages the former 
while encouraging the latter. 1 

This Article examines practical ways to improve environmental pro- 
tection by promoting innovation in beneficial environmental technology 
through application and reformation of  intellectual property laws. Sec- 
tion I identifies the broad characteristics of  technology and outlines the 
roles of  intellectual property laws and environmental laws in promoting 
environmental technological innovation from invention to commercial- 
ization. Environmental protection is best achieved by coupling incen- 
tives for innovation in beneficial technologies with restrictions on 
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** A. LEOPOLD, A SAND COUNTY ALMANAC xvii (1949). 
1. See Gray, The Paradox of Technological Development, in TECHNOLOGY AND 

ENVIRONMENT 192 (Ausubel & Sladovich eds. 1989). The paradox of technology is that 
while technological development can cream opportuniti~ for improving the environment, it 
can also disrupt and harm the environment. By distinguishing between harmful and 
beneficial technology, the paradox can be resolved. 
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harmful technologies. 
Section II surveys the interaction between intellectual property law 

and e.~vironmental law. A primer is included on the different proprietary 
fights that can attach to innovative environmental technology--trade 
secrets, patents, and trademarks. The role of proprietary rights in inter- 
national efforts to improve environmental protection is also discussed. 

Section III examines the licensing of environmental technology. 
Commercial ~uccess of new technologies depends in large part on the 
effectiveness of licensing strategies. Governmental influence through 
compulsory licensing provisions and cooperative technology transfers is 
also examined. 

Section IV discusses technology-forcing regulations and the 
compromises they manifest between proponents of technology and 
environmentalists. Technology-forcing regulations can create incentives 

f o r  innovation, and intellectual property laws allow one to take advan- 
tage of those innovations. Specifically, this section describes how a 
company can reap the benefits of new technology by auditing its own 
environmental technology and tracking the state of the art. Such meas- 
ures can help companies reduce compliance costs and obtain revenue by 
exploiting patents, trade secrets, and other proprietary rights in environ- 
mental technologies. 

Because this Article encompasses a broad range of material from 
several distinct legal specialties, a detailed survey and rigorous theoreti- 
cal framework are beyond its scope. Instead, the focus is on provisions 
that have practical application and the basics of laws applicable to 
environmental technological innovation. This Article concludes that 
increased reliance on intellectual property by environmental policymak- 
ers, regulators, and managers will improve environmental protection 
while stimulating beneficial economic and technical progress. 

I. E N V I R O N M E N T A L  T E C H N O L O G I C A L  
I N N O V A T I O N  

Before surveying the interaction between intellectual property and 
environmental law provisions affecting environmental technology, the 
disparate effects of each field on innovation must be recognized. 
Environmental technology must be defined and placed within the context 
of the technology innovation cycle. In essence, intellectual property 
creates incentives for new technologies, either beneficial or harmful. 
Environmental regulation restricts the use of harmful technologies, and 
improves the market for beneficial ones. 
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A. A p p r o a c h e s  to E n v i r o n m e n t a l  Techno log i ca l  Innova t ion  

Intel lectual  property has had a neutral impact  on the environment .  

Technica l  ingenui ty  thrives on the incent ive  system established by intel- 

lectual property law, which provides  the prospect  o f  remunerat ion for  

creat ive p rob lem solving.  An  innovator  can rely on the law of  trade 

secrets, patents, copyrights,  and t rademarks to protect  his or  her  new 

technology.  Unfor tunately ,  incent ives  for  invent ing and using environ-  

menta l ly  beneficial  t echnology have  general ly  been  no greater  than those 

for envi ronmenta l ly  harmful  technology.  2 Proprietary fights in destruc- 

t ive technology  are indist inguishable f rom fights in beneficial  technol-  

ogy.  

M o s t  environmenta l  statutes include provis ions  intended to p romote  

technical  solutions to environmenta l  problems.  3 However ,  the ef fec t ive-  

ness o f  some technology2forcing provis ions  has been cast  into doubt. 4 

Nonetheless ,  envi ronmenta l  law does greatly influence the technologies  

avai lable to society.  S o m e  laws, which are intended to e l iminate  harm- 

ful technologies  or  substances such as asbestos or  polychlor inated  

2. See infra Section II. 
3. See generally ENVIRONMENTAL LAW INSTITUTE, LAW OF ENVIRONMENTAL 

PROTECTION §§3.02, 3.03, 3.07 (M. Novick ed. 1990). Rodgers establishes that the 
approach of technology-forcing to solve environmental problems has strong roots in the 
common law of abating nuisances. W. RODGERS, ENVIRONMENTAL LAW, § 2.7(C) 
(1989). LaPierre surveyed environmental laws in the early 1970s and distinguished the 
technology forcing effects of health-based standards from those of technology-based stan- 
dards. See LaPierre, Technology-Forcing and Federal Environmental Protection Statutes, 
62 IOWA L. REV. 771 (1977). He concluded that although health-based standards are 
more effective at stimulating innovation, economic constraints lead the courts and the EPA 
to favor less effective technology-based standards. Id. at 837. 

4. The Technology Innovation and Economics Committee of the National Advisory 
Council on Environmental Policy and Technology ("TIEC/NACEPT") has identified how 
environmental statutes and regulations limit innovation in unintended ways. See TECH- 
NOLOGY INNOVATION AND ECONOMICS COMMITTEE OF THE NATIONAL ADVISORY 
COUNCIL ON ENVIRONMENTAL POL1CY AND TECHNOLOGY. PERMITTING AND COM- 
Pt.IANCE POLICY: BARRIERS TO U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNOLOGY INNOVATION 
(Berg ed. October 1990) [hereinafter TIEC/NACEPT REPORT]. The TIEC/NACEPT 
Report provides recommendations for the EPA Administrator a d Congress on how to 
remove regulatory limitations on innovation and promote innovative pollution-control and 
prevention measures. See also Ashford, Ayers & Stone, Using Regulation to Change the 
Market for Innovation, 9 HARV. ENVTL. L. REV. 419, 425-427 (1985) (regulations differ 
in their effect on innovation depending, inter alia, on their stringency, the time for compli- 
ance, the regulated community's ability to innovate, and the existence of economic incen- 
fives); Ashford & Heaton, Regulation arm Technological Innovation in the Chemical Indus- 
try, 46 LAW & CONTEMP. PROBS. 109, 118-129 (1983) (regulations requiring submission 
of trade secrets may penalize technological innovation because they decrease the protection 
and the rewards available to new technologies). But see LaPierre, supra note 3, at 805 
(EPA's relaxation of health-based standards reduced their effectiveness in promoting inno- 
vation). 
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biphenyls  ( "PCBs") ,  actually bring about radical innovation.  5 Other  

laws encourage  or  require the use o f  beneficial  technology.  For  exam-  

ple,  a factory that discharges pollutants into the air or  water  may  be sub- 

j ec ted  to a permit  condi t ion requir ing the factory to employ  pol lut ion 

control  or  t reatment  technology,  6 or  the owner  o f  a hazardous waste site 

may  be  ordered to pump and treat contaminated  groundwater  using a 

sophist icated b ioremedia t ion  system. 7 

Just  as intel lectual  property law does not  general ly dist inguish 

be tween  envi ronmenta l ly  harmful  and beneficial  technology,  8 envi ron-  

menta l  law does  not  general ly take intellectual proper ty  incent ives  into 

account  in seeking to protect  the environment .  9 The  conse ~aces o f  

these general  principles and some except ions  are discussed below.  

B. The Scope o f  Environmental Technology 

Envi ronmenta l  technology includes: (1) industrial processes  which 

min imize  resource consumpt ion  and waste production,  (2) consumer  

products  which are envi ronmenta l ly  benign throughout  their  l ife cycles,  

(3) recycl ing  equ ipment  and processes,  (4) waste managemen t  technolo-  

gies for solid and hazardous waste,  (5) pol lut ion control  devices ,  and (6) 

products  and methods  for c leaning up pollution.  1° Envi ronmenta l  

5. For a discussion on how more stringent regulations such as banning hazardous sub- 
stances leads to radical innovation see Ashford, Ayers & Stone, supra note 4, at 431 (con- 
sidering bans on PCBs, CFCs in aerosols, and asbestos, among others). 

6. See Clean Air Act, 42 U.S.C. §§7401-7642 (1988); Clean Water Act, 33 U.SoC. 
§§ 1251-1387 (1988). 

7. Such remedies are effected pursuant to the provisions of the National Contingency 
Plan under the Comprehensive Environmental Recovery, Compensation and Liability Act 
("CERCLA'), 42 U.S.C. §§ 9601-9675 (1988). 

8. See Diamond v. Chakl'abarty, 447 U.S. 305, 316-317 (1980) (potential environmental 
hazards of genetically engineered bacteria not relevant to patentability). 

9. Environmental law is often thought to force industry to internalize what would other- 
wise be external costs 1o the environment, and hence to the public. In a complementary 
fashion, intellectual property permits an innovator to internalize some of the benefits of 
technical progress that would otherwise be in the public domain. Under this analysis, a 
company that is forced to pay for the environmental costs of a polluting technology and " 
finds an innovative solution to its problem can then use intellectual property as a vehicle to 
receive payment from others who want to copy the innovation, thereby offsetting the costs 
to that innovator. 

The TIEC/NACEPT Report recommends, for example, improving trade secret protec- 
tion relating to environmental disclosures and establishing a national clearinghouse of 
environmental technology information to promote invention and diffusion of appropriate 
technologies. TIEC/NACEPT REPORT, supra, note 4, at 55-56. 

10. See Gollin, Patent Law and the Environment/Technology Paradox, 20 Envtl. L. Rep. 
(Envfl. L. Inst.) 10171 (1990). The different categories can also be described as technolo- 
gies for pollution prevention (1)-(3) and pollution control (4)-(6). Pollution prevention 
technologies reduce or eliminate the environmental degradation that accompanies transpor- 
tation, manufacturing, and agriculture. Policyrnakers are cnmin 8 to recognize that success- 
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technology is not limited to control equipment, but is also important in 
manufacturing, waste management, utilities, and the environmental ser- 
vice industry. This cross-cutting list of  technologies has only recently 
come to be viewed as a discrete industrial sector with legal, technical, 
and commercial characteristics of  its own.H 

The common thread linking these six categories of  technology is the 
intention to solve environmental problems, and to fill the need for pollu- 
tion control and prevention. Environmental technology innovation can 
help achieve the following goals: 

( 1 )  A net environmental benefit in comparison with existing tech- 
nologies, taking into account resources consumed, wastes 
produced, and risks to human health and the environment; 

(2) Reduced costs of  environmental compliance; and 
(3) Reduced risk of  environmental liability. 

In addition, as with all technology innovation, environmental technology 

Can." 

(1) Reduce costs of  materials, 
(2) Reduce costs of  production, 
(3) Increase rates of  production, and 
(4) Increase attractiveness of  products in the marketplace. 

Ultimately, as with all innovation, an overarching goal is to gain a 
competitive advantage in the marketplace. Intellectual property protec- 
tion can play a role in' improving environmental protection by securing a 
marketplace advantage for environmental innovators. 

C. The Technology Innovation Cycle 

The technology cycle can be viewed as having three phases: inven- 
tion, innovation, and diffusion. Invention is the implementation of  a new 
idea or concept leading to a new product or process; innovation, the 

ful pollution prevention efforts are preferable to control and cleanup technologies from the 
perspective of both cost and effectiveness. See) e.g., EPA, POLLUTION PREVENTION 
STRATEGY, 56 Fed. Reg. 7849 (1991). 

11. This phenomenon has been seen in other areas. For example, when computer sci- 
ence was young, a specialty in computer law developed to bring together relevant aspects of 
intellectual property, contract, corporate, licensing, communications, and intematiunal law 
in the technical context of computer engineering. Likewise as biotechnology has bur- 
geoned as an industry, specialists have crossed traditional boundaries, including intellectual 
property and environmental law, to face problems specific to the new industry. 
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development and initial commercial  transfer of  an invention; and diffu- 

sion, the spread of  a new process or product within or across markets. 12 

Environmental laws affect all three phases. The laws provide the 

impetus for invention by defining problems to be solved and needs to be 

filled. They may promote innovation and diffusion, for example, by 

requiring companies to use best available technology. Intellectual prop- 

erty laws also affect each of  the three phases. They promote invention, 

and also facilitate development and diffusion by serving as assets that 

can be bought or sold. 

Like any assets, intellectual property fights can be strong or  weak and 

can be managed well or  poorly. A skillful manager of  environmental 

technology can find opportunities to create and utilize intellectual prop- 

erty rights even when faced with potential environmental liabilities, and 

turn compliance, costs into competitive gains. For  example, a company 

could invent a patentable method of  cleaning up its own hazardous sub- 

stances and then license the technology to others with similar prob- 

lems. 13 In this example,  the impetus for the invention derives from both 

environmental liability and intellectual property laws. The resu l t ing '  

commercial  exploitation of  property fights in the invention leads to an 

abatement of  pollution. 

I I .  A N  O V E R V I E W  o F  P R O P R I E T A R Y  R I G H T S  

I N  E N V I R O N M E N T A L  T E C H N O L O G Y  

Most  people find intellectual property law to be somewhat elusive and 

confusing. As a result, the practice of  law relating to trade secrets, 

patents, and trademarks has become highly specialized. For  this 

Art ic le ' s  purposes, however, there is no need to grasp all the details of  

these legal areas; an understanding of  fundamental principles will 

suffice. In some instances, intellectual property can be analogized to real 

property which lay people and generalists understand from direct 

12. See Merges, Commercial Success and Patent Standards: Economic Perspectives on 
Innovation, 76 CALIF. L. REV. 803, 807 (1988). This "trichotomy" is attributed to the late 
economist Joseph Schumpeter. See id. at 843--46; see also T. Curlee & R. Goel, The 
Transfer and Diffusion of New Technologies: A Review of the Economics Literature, Oak- 
ridge National Laboratory/TM-I 1 !55 (1989). 

13. In 1989, General Electric Company received U.S. Patent No. 4,843,007, which 
claims Alcaligenes bacteria that digest PCBs, an extremely hazardous class of halogenated 
organic compounds. The inventors isolated the bacteria from Hudson River sediment that 
General Electric had itself contaminated with PCBs. One might complain that the company 
enjoys a reward for its misconduct. However, the issues of enforcement and penalties for 
environmental malfeasance are best treated separately. There is good reason to encourage 
such patents--they provide an incentive to develop innovative remediation solutions. 
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experience. A license is comparable to a lease, royalties to rent, 
infringement to trespass, assignment to sale, and investment in commer-  
cially developing a technology to developing and improving real prop- 
erty through construction. 

The usefulness of  such analogies is limited because the sources of  
protection are different. To grasp the differences, one should understand 
the scope of  protection offered, how to establish the proprietary right, 
and how to enforce it. It is also important to distinguish between inside 
and outside technology) 4 These features are important for existing and 

evolving types of  intellectual property, both domestically and globally. 
The following survey of  intellectual property law applicable to 

environmental technology touches on issues of  special concern to legal 
practitioners, regulators, and managers who need to assess their com- 
panies' proprietary rights in environmental technology. Trade secrets, 
patents, and trademarks are considered. This discussion is followed by a 
consideration of  international aspects of  protecting environmental tech- 
nology. Voluntary efforts to protect biodiversity are also considered as 
an example of  how proprietary rights can serve the ends of  conservation. 

A. Trade Secrets 

Trade secrecy is a common law doctrine that has been codified in 
several statutes. ~5 A trade secret is defined in the Restatement (First) of  
Torts as: 

any formula, pattern, device or compilation of  information 
which is used in one 's  business, and which gives him an 
opportunity to obtain an advantage over competitors who do 
not know or use it. It may be a formula for a chemical com- 
pound, a process of  manufacturing, treating or preserving 
materials, a pattern for a machine or other device, or a list of  
customers . . . .  Generally it relates to the production of  goods, 
as, for example, a machine or formula for the production of  an 
article. It may, however, relate to the sale of  goods or to other 
operations in the business . . . .  16 

14. Inside technology consists of  the products, processes, and know-how invented or 
developed inside a business. Outside technology is all other technology, which may be 
purchased or licensed by a company as needed. 

15. See generally D. Bender, Standards of Protectable Trade Secrets, in M. BENDER, 
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY COUNSELING AND LITIGATION 5-1 (1990). 

16. RESTATEMENT (FIRST) OF TORTS § 757 comment b (1939). 
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This definition emphasizes that protection attaches only to information 
which provides a competitive advantage. 

A slightly different formulation was adopted in the Uniform Trade 
gecrets Act: 

[I]nformation, including a formula, pattern, compilation, pro- 
gram, device, method, technique, or process, that: (i) derives 
independent economic value, actual or potential, from not 
being generally known to, and not being readily ascertainable 
by proper means by, other persons who can obtain economic 
value from its disclosure or use, and (ii) is the subject of 
efforts that are reasonable under the circumstances to maintain 
its secrecy.17 

This definition adds the requirement that the trade secret owner take 
efforts to maintain secrecy. Without this requirement, a potential user of 
the technology might have great difficulty in ascertaining what informa- 
tion may be subject to a proper claim of trade secrecy. 

There has been debate over whether trade secrets are protected pri- 
marily under a theory of misappropriation or as property. In the environ- 
mental context, the Supreme Court has determined that trade secrets are 
intangible property rights protected by the Takings Clause of the Fifth 
Amendment. l 8 

1. Sources of l.znv 

The protection of trade secrets derives from the common law, but 
statutory protection of trade secrets has advanced in the states. More 
than half of the states have adopted the Uniform Trade Secrets Act. 19 
Criminal statutes protecting trade secrets have been adopted in a similar 

17. UNIF. TRADE SECRETS ACT § 1, 14 U.L.A. 539 (1980). 
18. U.S. CONST. amend. V. See Ruckelshaus v. Monsanto Co., 467 U.S. 986 (1984) 

(fipholding, in part, Monsanto's claim that EPA's consideration and disclosure of pesticide 
data required to be submitted to EPA constituted a taking without just compensation). 

19. The Uniform Trade Secrets Act has been adopted with some modification in Ala- 
bama, Alaska, Arkansas, California, Colorado, Connecticut, Delaware, Florida, Hawaii, 
Idaho, Illinois, Indiana, Kansas, Louisiana, Maine, Minnesota, Montana, Nevada, North 
Carolina, North Dakota, Oklahoma, Oregon, Rhode Island, South Dakota, Virginia, Wash- 
ington, West Virginia and Wyoming. M. JAGER, TRADE SECRETS LAW § 3.04, at 3-30 
(1990). Variations of the Act have been adopted in Nebraska and New Jersey. See id. See 
also, D. Bender, supra note 15, § 5.01 [3]. 
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number of  states, 2° since civil damages are difficult to prove and collect, 

and are an insufficient deterrent. The economic incentive to misap- 

propriate a trade secret is often greater than the prospect of  damages 

from a civil lawsuit. However,  as a practical matter, the high burden of  

proof  in a criminal action will be hard to sustain in most trade secret 
cases. 21 

Federal  protection of  trade secrets is found in the interstices of  many 

statutes. The Trade Secrets Act, discussed below in the context of  

environmental legislation, provides criminal penalties for federal 

employees who disclose trade secrets unless authorized by law. 22 

The Freedom of  Information Act ("FOIA") 23 provides some protec- 

tion for trade secrets submitted to federal agencies. The agencies are not 

required to disclose such information in response to a FOIA request. 

"[T]rade secrets and commercial  or financial information obtained from 

a person and privileged or confidential" are exempt from disclosure by 

federal agencies. 24 However,  FOIA does not affirmatively prevent agen- 

cies from disclosing trade secrets. 25 Agency employees may be 

prevented from making such disclosure by the Trade Secrets Act. 

Moreover,  many of  the statutes establishing specific agencies contain 

provisions intended to protect trade secrets disclosed to the agencies. 

For  example, the Patent Act  provides that a patent application is secret 

and may  not be disclosed without the applicant 's  permission until and 

unless a patent is granted. 26 Environmental statutes also contain provi-  

sions protecting trade secrets, but the degree of  protection varies sub- 

stantially by statute. 27 

One of  the most important sources of  trade secret protection, whether 

in a commercial  or employment  setting, is contract law, which allows 

individuals to obtain broader protection than otherwise afforded. Many 

disputes over trade secrets have their genesis in confidentiality or non- 

competit ion agreements. For  example,  a person may execute a 

confidentiality agreement, review the details of  a secret process, and then 

20. See D. Bender, supra note 15, §5.09. 
21. See infra Section II.A.2. 
22. 18 U.S.C. § 1905 (1988). See infra notes 32-33 and accompanying text. 
23. 5 U.S.C. §552 (1988). 
24. 5 U.S.C. §552(0)(4)(1988). 
25. See Chrysler Corp. v. Brown, 441 U.S. 281 (1979). 
26. See 35 U.S.C. § 122 (1988) (also permitting disclosure if necessary to comply with 

an act of Congress or under special circumstances to be determined by the Patent Commis- 
sioner). 

27. See infra Section ILA.3. Legislation analogous to federal environmental statutes 
exists for many state environmental programs. See, e.g., N.Y. ENV'n.. CONSERV. 
§ 39--0107(4) (1980) (requiring the Commissioner of the Department of Environmental 
Conservation to hold certain sewage system trade secrets confidential). 
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use a very similar process for personal gain. 2s More commonly, an 
employee may sign a non-competition agreement with a first employer, 
then leave for another job, where he or she uses techniques, formulas, or 
processes leamed at the first job. 29 

2. Creation and Protection of Trade Secrets in Environmental 
Technology 

Summarizing the elements from above, a trade secret is information 
having commercial value that is not publicly known and is maintained in 
secret. The information potentially subject to trade secrecy is quite 
extensive. The following may constitute trade secrets: 

(1) Technical information, e.g., chemical formulas, product 
specifications, equipment designs, process and engineering 
drawings, laboratory notebooks, invention disclosures, perfor- 
mance data, manuals, and risk assessments; 

(2) Business information, e.g., earnings reports, budgets, financial 
statements, tax returns, corporate minutes, stockholder identi- 
fies, business plans, and personnel records; 

(3) Marketing information, e.g., customer lists, sales estimates, 
and market analyses; and 

(4) Legal matters, e.g., contracts, negotiation materials, legal opin- 
ions, and material prepared for lawsuits. 

Certain measures will reduce inadvertent disclosure of trade secrets and 
discourage theft. The first is security--limiting access to the "plant or 
parts of it. Second, all confidential material should be designated as such 
in some conspicuous manner. Third, disclosure of secret information 
should be limited to those who need to know it. 

A written trade secret protection policy will help. It functions both to 
notify employees and contractors of proper procedures and as evidence 
of efforts to protect secrets. All employees should enter confidentiality 
agreements to educate them about security and to provide additional pro- 
tection should litigation become necessary. Likewise, confidentiality 
agreements should be required, where appropriate, for vendors, cus- 
tomers, and service providers. In addition, brochures, publications, 
speeches and submissions to state and federal agencies should be 

28. See, e.g., Sandlin v. Johnson, 152 F.2d 8, 11 (8th Cir. 1945). 
29. See, e.g., Morgan's Home Equip. Corp. v. Martueci, 390 Pa. 618, 136 A.2d 838 

(1957). 
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rev iewed  to be sure they do not unintentionally reveal  trade secrets. 

A periodic  rev iew of  the trade secret  inventory will  enable manage-  

ment  to concentrate  security measures  on valuable  trade secrets, and to 

stop protect ive  measures  for  information that has become  obsolete ,  has 

become  public,  or  lacks value.  

3. Disclosures of  Trade Secrets Required by Environmental Regulations 

The task o f  protect ing trade secrets in environmenta l  technology is 

rendered extraordinari ly difficult,  however ,  by the broad disclosures 

required by environmenta l  legislation and regulation. A pervas ive  

feature o f  envi ronmenta l  regulat ion is the broad disclosure required. 3° 

Envi ronmenta l  disclosure presents great  risk to industry because much  of  

the information required to be  d isc losed in, for instance, a permi t  appli- 

cation or  an emiss ions  report,  relates to processes,  equipment ,  and for-  

mulas  at the heart o f  a c o m p a n y ' s  compet i t ive  posit ion.  To  al leviate  the 

legi t imate concern o f  industry that such disclosure may  damage  compet i -  

t ive advantage,  and encourage  full disclosure,  mos t  environmenta l  stat- 

utes couple  the duty to disclose with provis ions  protect ing trade 

secrets. 31 

As  a general  rule, disclosures must  specifically designate trade secrets 

to protect  them from publ ic  disclosure.  Furthermore,  the disclosing per-  

son must  pol ice  the agency to min imize  the risk o f  public  disclosure in 

administrat ive or  judic ia l  proceedings.  A trade secret  can be  lost  through 

one inadvertent  disclosure,  even  though countless  other  disclosures were  

properly protected.  Moreover ,  a crafty compet i tor  can combine  informa-  

tion f rom disclosures under  different  report ing programs to obtain 

secrets. So,  one must  consider 'a l l  disclosures together.  

Mos t  environmenta l  statutes refer  to the Trade Secrets  Act .  32 In 

30. See, e.g., Community Right to Know Act, 42 U.S.C. §§ 11041-11050 (1988), dis- 
cussed infra Section II.A.3.a. 

31. See National Parks & Conservation v. Morton, 498 F.2d 765 (D.C. Cir. 1974). 
32. 18 U.S.C. § 1905 (1988). The Trade Secrets Act applies to all government employ- 

ees and provides: 

Whoever.. .  publishes, divulges, discloses, or makes known in any manner or to 
any extent not authorized by law any information coming to him in the course of his 
employment or official duties or by reason of any examination or investigation 
made by, or return, report or record made to or filed with, such department or 
agency or officer or employee thereof, which information concerns or relates to the 
trade secrets, processes, operations, style of work, or apparatus, or to the identity, 
confidential statistical data, amount or source of any income, profits, losses, or 
expenditures of any person, firm, partnership, corporation, or association; or permits 
any income return or copy thereof or any book containing any abstract or particulars 
thereof to be seen or examined by any person except as provided by law; shall be 
fined not more than $1,000, or imprisoned not more than one year, or both; and 
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construing the Trade Secrets Act, EPA defines trade secrets similarly to 
the First Restatement. 33 The trade secret provisions of various statutes 
are discussed below. These provisions must be considered in an audit of 
environmental technology, 34 because environmental disclosures can 
have a serious impact on a company's intellectual property portfolio. 
The statutes of broadest applicability are considered first. 

Trade secrets relating to toxic or hazardous substances and pollutants 
are harder to maintain than for substances which present lower hazards. 
Hence, there are incentives to use non-hazardous substances to reduce 
reporting requirements 35 and to minimize loss of trade secrets. 36 There 

is nothing in the statute to suggest that Congress envisioned or intended 
t h e s e  sa lu ta ry  r e su l t s .  37 S u c h  e f f e c t s  o f  e n v i r o n m e n t a l  regulations 

should be addressed by Congress in future reauthorizations and legisla- 
tion. 

In examining disclosure requirements, statutes of broadest applicabil- 
ity will be considered first. 

a) The Emergency Planning and Community Right to Know Act 

The Emergency Planning and Community Right to Know Act 
("EPCRA") 38 has very broad reporting requirements. Companies which 
use listed substances must: (1) report routine emissions of toxic chemi- 

shall be removed from office or employment. 

Id. There are no reported cases of the Act 's enforcement in the environmental arena. 
33. Compare RESTATEMENT (FIRST) OF TORTS § 757 comment b, supra note 16 and 

accompanying text with 40 C.F.R. § 2.201 (1988). See also Horn, Protecting Trade Secrets 
in the Information Age, 4 NAT. RES. & ENV'T 22, 23 (1990). 

34. See infra Section IV.B (describing the reasons for and method of  conducting an 
environmental technology audit). 
35. See Baram, Corporate Risk Management and Risk Communication in the European 

Community and the United States, 2 HARV. J.L. & TECH. 85, 147--49 (1989). 
36. For example, imagine a company choosing between two processes for producing a 

widget. One process uses only toxic, volatile, corrosive substances and the other uses pri- 
marily stable, non-hazardous chemicals. It will be harder to maintain the secrecy of the first 
process because of the obligation to disclose the chemicals being used. A competitor who 
learns which chemicals are being used may be able to deduce the other process parameters. 
In contrast, competitors would not be able to use environmental disclosures to determine 
what chemicals were being used in the second process. Hence, there is a relative advantage 
to using non-reportable substances. 
37. See infra, notes 38-75 and accompanying text. 
38. 42 U.S.C. §§ 11001-11050 (1988) (Title HI of the Superfund Amendments and 

Reanthorization Act of 1986, Pub. L. No. 99--499, 100 Star. 1613 0986)). 
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CalS, 39 (2) make "community right-to-know" reports to state and local 

agencies, 4° and (3) report  accidental releases which exceed the report- 
able quantity of  a substance. 41 

Trade secrets subject to EPCRA are defined in Section 322(b). 42 A 

person submitting information may "withhold from such submittal the 

specific chemical identity (including the chemical name and other 

specific identification), ''43 and instead substitute "the generic class or 

category. "44 The basis for withholding must be included with the sub- 
mittalo 4s 

Despite this broad exclusion, EPCRA presents serious obstacles to a 

successful trade secret program. 46 The protection offered under Section 

322 may be of  limited benefit. Any person, including a competitor, may 

seek disclosure of  the identity of  a chemical claimed as a trade secret. 47 

Moreover,  a competitor may be able to deduce sufficient process or for- 

mula information from the generic class or category alone. Addit ionally,  

secret information cannot be withheld from health professionals. 4s 

Finally, like each of  the other statutes below, EPCRA provides that no 

information may be withheld from Congress on the basis of  
confidentiality. 49 

b) The  R e s o u r c e  Conserva t ion  a n d  R e c o v e r y  A c t  

The manifest system for hazardous waste management established in 

the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act ("RCRA") 5° includes a 

number o f  reporting requirements. The RCRA allows the EPA Adminis-  

trator to require any person who generates, stores, treats, transports, or 

disposes of  hazardous wastes to furnish information and provide access 

for inspection, in connec t ion  with regulatory, permitting, or enforcement 

39. Id. § i 1004(O)(2). 
40. ld. § 11004(a)(2)(B). 
41. Id. 
42. ld. § 11042(o). The definition of trade secrets in the Material Safety Data Sheets 

provisions of the Occupational Safety and Health Act was held to exclude chemical identi- 
ties readily discoverable by reverse engineering. See United Steel Workers of Am. v. 
Auchter, 763 F.2d 728 (3d Cir. 1985). That interpretation was carded forward in EPCRA. 

43. 42 U.S.C. § l1042(a)(1)(A). 
44. Id. § li042(a)(l)(B). 
45. Id. § 11042(a)(2)(A). See also 40 C.ER. § 350 (1990). 
46. See Horn, supra note 33, at 25. See also Baram, supra note 35, at 143 n.240. 
47. 42 U.S.C. § 11042(d). The determination of the sufficiency or insufficiency of the 

trade secret claim may be challenged judicially by the petitioner, id. § 1 t042(d)(3)(B), or 
the claimant, id. § 11042(d)(4)(o). 

48. ld. 9§ 11042(e), 11043. 
49. /d. § 11042(i). 
50. 42 U.S.C. §§ 6901-6992 (1988). 
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activities. 51 The information may be protected from public disclosure 
only if the person providing information shows that it is confidential pur- 
suant to the Trade Secrets Act. 52 

c) The Clean Water Act 

The Clean Water Act ("CWA") 53 requires disclosure of  point source 

discharges of pollutants when submitting permit applications and moni- 
toring reports. A permit typically discloses the control technology used 
to achieve a particular discharge limitation. 

Like the RCRA, the CWA permits the EPA Administrator to require 
the owner or operator of  a point source to provide further information 
relating to effluent standards, limitations, and prohibitions, or to new 
source performance standards. 54 A competitor can read a permit and 
easily determine what control technology is being used. The nature of  
the discharge may also allow competitors to deduce information about 
the processes creating the discharge. As with the RCRA, the C W A  pro- 
vides some protection for trade secrets. 55 The scope of  information pro- 
tected under the CWA is determined by the Trade Secrets Act. 56 

d) The Clean Air Act 

Permit applications and monitoring reports under the Clean Air Act 
("CAA") s7 require substantial disclosure of  emissions, control technol- 
ogy, and process parameters. In addition, as under the RCRA and the 
CWA, the EPA administrator may require an owner of  an emission 
source, and others subject to the CAA, to make reports and "provide 
such other information as he may reasonably require. ' 'ss The CAA 
requires the information to be publicly available. 59 The CAA establishes 

51. ld. §6927(a). 
52. lg U.S.C. § 1905 0988). See Alcolac v. Wagoner, 610 F. Supp. 745 (W.D. Mo. 

1985) (rejecting a challenge to EPA's determination that information submitted in a permit 
application was not endtled to confidential treatment). 

53. 33 U.S.C. 3§ 1251-1387 (1988). 
54. ld. § 1318(a)(1). 
55. ld. § 1318(b). 
56. ld. 
57. 42 U.S.C. §§7401-7642 (1988). 
58. ld. § 7414(a)(1). 
59. ld. § 7414(c). 
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protection for confidential information similar to the P, CRA and the 
CWA. 60 

The Clean Air Act Amendments of  199061 did not amend the trade 

secret provisions. They did, however, augment the requirement that con- 
trol technologies be disclosed to competitors and to the national 
"MACT/BACT/LAER Clearinghouse," a data bank for federal and state 
agencies. 62 

e) Federal  Insecticide, Fungicide,  Rodent ic ide A c t  

Commentators note that among the trade secret provisions scattered 
throughout the environmental laws, those of  the Federal Insecticide, 
Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act ("FIFRA") 63 and the Toxic Substances 
Control Act ("TSCA") 64 impose the greatest restrictions on the scope of  
trade secrecy. 65 

For registration of  pesticides under the FIFRA, Congress has required 
registrants to submit a wide range of  data regarding the pesticide's 
effects. The registrant may rely on data provided by others in registering 
a similar pesticide. 66 In Ruckelshaus  v. Monsanto  Co., 67 the Supreme 

Court upheld EPA's  authority to disclose confidential health, safety, and 

environmental data concerning pesticides, in reviewing subsequent regis- 
trations. The Court found that the possibility of  disclosure is one price 
of  dealing with pesticides. 68 The FIFRA provides for compensation to 

the person whose data is disclosed in connection with evaluating another 
person's application. 69 The compensation is intended to cover the costs 
for data collection and may be inadequate to protect fully the person 

whose data is disclosed. 
The FIFRA otherwise restricts disclosures of  confidential informa- 

tion. 7° Specifically, the FIFRA provides that it is unlawful for any 

60. Id. 47414(d). 
61. Pub. L. No. 101-549,104 Stat. 2399 (1990). 
62. ld. 4§ l(Y2(d), 108(c). 
63. 7 U.S.C. §4 136--136y (1988). 
64. 15 U.S.C. 4§ 2601-2671 (1988). See infra notes 72-74 and accompanying text. 
65. See W. RODGERS, supra note 3, 4 6.2(B), at 386 a.55. 
66. 7 U.S.C. 4 136a. 
67. 467 U.S. 986(1984). 
68. See id.; see also McGinley, Regulatory "Takings': The Remarkable Resurrection of 

Economic Substantive Due Process Analysis in Constitutional Law, 17 Envtl. L. Rep. 
(Envtl. L. Inst.) 10369, 10376 (1987) (approving the result in Monsanto). 

69. 7 U.S.C. § 136a(e)(l)(D)(ii). 
70. Id. § 136h. 
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person "to use for his own advantage or to reveal" confidential informa- 
tion acquired under the act. 7t 

39 The Toxic Substances Control Act 

The TSCA provides that information exempt from disclosure under 

the FOIA 72 may nevertheless be disclosed to federal agencies and 

federal contractors if  necessary to protect health or the environment. 73 

Health and safety studies are not protected from disclosure. 74 A com- 

pany dealing extensively with toxic and hazardous substances may have 

difficulty maintaining ~ade secrets. 

g) The Safe Drinking Water Act 

All suppliers of  water are subject to the inspection and disclosure 

requirements of  the Safe Drinking Water  Act  ("SDWA").  75 Section 

300j-4(d) of  Title 42 of  the United States Code provides that such infor- 

mation can be maintained confidentially unless it relates to the level of  

contaminants in drinking water. In that situation, the public health 

would warrant disclosure. 

4. Special Issues in Litigation and Enforcement Proceedings 

Each of  the preceding statutes provides that confidential information 

may be used in any proceeding under the statute. The risk of  trade secret 

disclosure is highest in a civil or crimirlal enforcement proceeding. Par- 

ticularly, the agency is l ikely to scrutinize closely any confidentiality 

claim. 

Protection of  trade secrets is one reason to avoid enforcement 

proceedings. Conversely, those responsible for environmental enforce- 

ment should consider trade secret disclosure problems in exercising their 

prosecutorial discretion. Trade secrets are also at risk in civil litigation. 

For example, a private party may bring an action for damages. 76 In court 

71. ld. § 136j(a)(2)(D). 
72. 5 U.S.C. §552(b)(4) (1988). 
73. 15 U.S.C. 92613 (1988). 
74. ld. § 2613(b)(1). Processes and proportions of chemicals in a mixture are not subject 

to disclosure by the agency, ld. 
75. 42U.S.C. §300j-4 (1988). 
76. Some information may be protected by discovery rules. Auomey-client privilege 

and work product doctrine may provide immunity from disclosure in discovery. Informa- 
tion assembled in the course of an audit of environmental compliance status and exposure 
may be subject to a privilege for self-critical analysis. See Leonard, Codifying a Privilege 
for Self-Critical Analysis 25 HARV. J. ON LEGIS. 113 (1988). 
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and in some administrative proceedings, a protective order may possibly 

limit disclosure. The reasons for public disclosure may be balanced 

against the disincentive to innovation created by interference with trade 
secrets. 77 

Another aspect of  environmental enforcement applies to potential 

"whistle blowers" who may feel constrained by a confidentiality agree- 

ment against publicly reporting environmental hazards. Yet, one who 

does not report  a release of  hazardous substances may not be able to 

claim protection under the Fifth Amendment  privilege against self 

incrimination. 78 

B. P a t e n t  L a w  

Legal procedures for recognizing and rewarding invention were put in 

place in the eighteenth century. Patent law provides a well-established 

system for promoting innovation in environmental technology. 

The origins of  patent protection in the United States are found in the 

Constitution. "The Congress shall have P o w e r . . .  To promote the Pro- 

gress of  Science and useful Arts, by securing for limited Times t o . . .  

Inventors the exclusive Right to t h e i r . . ,  discoveries. ''79 A patent is a 

grant from the govemrnent to an inventor, conveying "the right to 

exclude others from making, using, or selling the invention throughout 

the United States. ''8° "Inventors disclose what they have discovered or 

invented, and society rewards them with a patent. ''81 

The Patent Act  of  195282 codifies the procedural and substantive re- 

quirements of  the patent system. "Whoever  invents or  discovers any new 

and useful process, machine, manufacture, or composit ion of  matter, or 

any new and useful improvement thereof, may obtain a patent therefor, 

subject to the conditions and requirements o f  [the Patent Act]. ''83 

Patentees are entitled to enforce their patents against infringers. 84 

77. See Ashford & Heaton, supra note 4, at 129. 
78. The scope of protection is quite narrow. The CWA, for example, provides only a 

qualified immunity for failure to disclose an oil spill. 33 U.S.C. 91321(b)(5) (1988). 
79. U.S. CONST. art. I, § 8, el. 8. 
80. 35 U.S.C. § 154 (1989). 
81. Merges, supra note 12, at 808 (calling the dual functions of the system the "disclo- 

sure" function and the "reward" function). 
82. 35 U.S.C. 991-376 (1989). 
83. ld. 9 101. There are also provisions for plant patents, id. 9§ 161-164, and design 

patents,/d. 99171-173. 
84. "[W]hoever without authority makes, uses or sells any patented invention, within the 

United States during the term of the patent therefor, infringes the patent." ld. 9 271. 
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A patentee may  obtain an injunction against  infr ingement ,  as or  a reason-  

able royal ty and lost  profits. 86 D a m a g e s  may  be  trebled, 87 and in excep-  

tional cases at torney fees can be  awarded.  88 

1. Obtaining a Patent 

The  substantive requirements  for obtaining a patent  include: (a) 

invent ion - -  a concept  reduced to practice; (b) n o v e l t y - - n o t  known or 

used by others prior  to invent ion and not published,  in publ ic  use or  on 

sale within one  year  prior  to the date  o f  the patent  application,  s9 and (c) 

n o n - o b v i o u s n e s s - - t h e  "subject  mat ter  as a whole  would  [not be] obvi-  

ous at the t ime the invent ion was made  to a person having ordinary skill 

in the art to which  said subject  mat ter  pertains. ' '9° 

The  process  for  obtaining a patent, cal led prosecution,  requires sub- 

mit t ing an applicat ion which meets  the substantive requirements  o f  the 

Patent  and Trademark  Office ("PTO") .  91 Dur ing  prosecut ion,  c la ims 

may  be rejected and amended,  and supplementa l  informat ion can be sub- 

mitted,  Ul t imate ly ,  a patent  wil l  be  issued or  the appl icat ion wil l  be  

abandoned.  Af te r  issuance, a patent  conveys  a 17 year  grant  o f  

exc lus ive  rights, subject  to payment  o f  main tenance  fees. 92 

2. Patent Law and Environmental Technology 

Patents can protect  inventors  o f  advances  in pol lut ion control  equip-  

85. ld. § 283. 
86. The patentee can recover "damages adequate to compensate for the infringement but 

in no event less than a reasonable royalty for the use made of the invention by the infringer, 
together with interests and costs as fixed by the court." Id. § 284. 

87. ld. 
88. ld. § 285. The largest patent infringement award to date was $900 million, awarded 

to Polaroid. See Polaroid Corp. v. Eastman Kodak Co., No. 76--1634-MA (19. Mass. 1990) 
(1991 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 344). 

89. See 35 U.S.C. § 102. 
90. ld. § 103. See Merges, supra note 12, at 511-12 (fuller discussion of the basic 

requirements for obtaining a patent). ~i~.., 
91. An application has two principal parts: a specification and claims. A specification is 

"a written description of the invention and of the manner and process of making and using 
it, in such full, clear, concise, and exact terms as to enable any person skilled in the art to 
which it pertains, or with which it is most nearly connected, to make and use the same, and 
• . .  the best mode contemplated by the inventor of carrying out his invention." The claims 
must "particularly [point] out and distinctly [claim] the subject matter which the applicant 
regards as his invention." ld. § 112. 

92. ld. § 154. For pharmaceutical patents, the term may be extended to make up for 
delays in obtaining Food and Drug Administration approval, ld. § 155• 
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ment  and other  environmenta l  technology.  93 The  fo l lowing discussion 

touches on some areas o f  patent  law pecul iar  to environmenta l  technol-  

ogy. 

S o m e  patents for envi ronmenta l  technology were  issued wel l  before  

the start o f  the environmenta l  m o v e m e n t  in 1970. 94 The real b o o m  in air 

pol lut ion control  technology,  as with most  envi ronmenta l  technology,  

began in the 1970s; 95 patent  disputes fol lowed.  Fo r  example ,  John Zink  

Co. v. Nat ional  Airfoi l  Burner  CO. 96 invo lved  a patented nozzle  des igned 

for smokeless  emiss ion o f  refinery waste gas. The  court  we ighed  

environmenta l  protect ion as a factor support ing val idi ty  in upholding the 

patent: the nozzle,  invented "years  before  the popular  concern  with air 

pol lut ion and the e n v i r o n m e n t . . ,  is precisely the kind o f  invent ion the 

framers  o f  the Const i tut ion wanted revealed and protected. ''97 Thus,  the 

environmenta l  benefits o f  a patented invent ion can bolster  the val idi ty o f  

a patent  in an inf r ingement  lawsuit.  98 

The patent regulat ions were  amended  in 1982 to provide  for  faster 

process ing o f  environmenta l  patents. 99 These  regulat ions permit  a patent  

applicat ion for envi ronmenta l  technology to be  made  "spec ia l "  and 

rece ive  swifter  processing.  Envi ronmenta l  invent ions  are those which  

"wi l l  mater ial ly  enhance  the quali ty o f  the env i ronment  or  mater ial ly  

contribute to the deve lopment  or  conservat ion  o f  energy resources."1°° 

These  regulations have not resulted in any great shift toward more  

93. See Gollin, supra note 10, at 10171. 
94. For example, U.S. Patent No. 32,879, issued in 1861, and No. 74,260, issued in 

1868, relate to a process for removing ink from paper for purposes of recycling. U.S. 
Patent No. 266,383, issued in 1882, relates to a process for recycling worn out corsets as 
paper. The vast majority of patents for environmental technology, however, have been 
issued comparatively recently. Air pollution control patents, for example, first appeared in 
the 1950s. U.S. Patent No. 2,740,693, issued in 1956, relates to a flue gas scrubber, and 
U.S. Patent No. 2,970,886, issued in 1958, claims a catalytic converter for removing hydro- 
carbon from automobile exhaust. As a final example, U.S. Patent No. 3,325,401, issued in 
1967, claims a process for pretreating acidified cooling water before discharge. 

95. The boom in air pollution control innovation is no doubt immediately related to the 
passage of the CAA. However, the act itself is a sign of heightened environmental aware- 
ness. .J 

96. 613 F.2d 547 (5th Cir. 1980). / 
97. ld. at 559. But see I.U. Technology Corp. v. Researeh-Cottrell, Inc., 641 F.2d 28 

(5th Cir. 1981) (patent for stabilizing fly ash and scrubber sludge held obvious in light of 
prior cement technology). 

98. See also Environmental Designs v. Union Oil Co., 713 F.2d 693, 697 (Fed. Cir. 
1983). 

99. See 37 C.F.R. § 1.102(c) (1990); see also 47 Fed. Reg. 41,276 (1982). 
I00. 37 C.F.R. § 1.102(e). 
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rapid issuance of  patents for environmental technology.l°l One possible 

explanation is that applicants, in many instances, are satisfied with a 

delay in processing if the subject invention is not yet commercialized. 

Delay in commercialization is common with an experimental environ- 

mental technology that has many regulatory hurdles to overcome. By 

delaying patent issuance, the patent applicant can extend the seventeen 

year  term of  the patent (which runs from patent issuance) into the more 

lucrative later years of  the technology instead o f  the early, non- 

commercial  years. 

Making ' an  ~itpplication special may have no practical effect in some 

technologica! areas. The particular subgroup of  patent examiners 

assigned the application may handle principally environmental technol- 

ogy patents. I f  most of  the applications assigned to them were made spe- 

cial, the examining group would not be able to process the applications 

any faster. In examining groups which cover a broader range of  techno- 

logies, a special application may be more significant in reducing time to 
issuance. 102 

In sum, the patent system offers many opportunities to enhance 

environmental technology innovation. Environmental patents should be 

made stronger and easier to obtain. Information from the patent litera- 

ture should remain readily available to innovators and those seeking 

licenses for compliance purposes. Legislation and regulation affecting 

patent licenses must balance the interests of  patentees and those required 
to use patented environmental technologies. 10s 

C. Trademarks 

Trademark protection is relevant to environmental technology for 

several reasons. The trademark for an environmental product may be 

critical to its commercial  success. The trade name and service marks of  

a services company are important assets. Trademarks are often treated 

101. The PTO unit responsible for examining most of the chemical industry's patent 
applications, for example, received 13 petitions under Section 102(c) between October 1, 
1990 and April 1, 1991. Two thirds were granted. During the same period, 4500 applica- 
tions were submitted to the unit overall. Interview with B. Richman, Director, Group Art 
unh 130 (Apr. 9, 1991). 

102. The F r o  can facilitate the prosecution of environmental technology patents 
without regulatory reform by refining the classification of environmental patents, so as to 
make searching the state of the art easier, and by providing adequate examiner training in 
newer environmental technologies, such as monitoring equipment, pollution prevention 
approaches, and recycling. The difficulty is that many environmental technologies cross 
typical classifications. In any event, the FrO should assure that environmental technology 
applications are examined by examiners experieficed in the particular area. 

103. See infra Section M. 
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togethe~ with trade secrets and patents in licensing arrangements. Trade- 

marks and the law of unfair competition govern the evolving efforts to 

introduce green labelling. 1°4 

Trademarks are designed to identify the origin of goods or services; 

prevent mistake, deception and confusion with regard to origin; and pro- 

tect goodwill. ~°5 Trademark protection, like trade secret protection, has 

both federal and state components. 1°6 Federal registration prevents use 

of a mark where it would "be likely to cause confusion, or to cause mis- 

take or to deceive. ''1°7 Common law provides certain additional protec- 

tions, l°s The Lanham Trademark Act creates a federal cause of action 

for unfair trade practices in addition to a cause of action for infringement 

of a registered trademark.l°9 

Domestic and foreign trademark registrations and common law trade- 

mark protections are important to the success of any product or service. 

Since consumers are increasingly interested in environmentally safe 

products, trademark law can define the market for consumer environ- 

mental products. 

The recent advent of "green labelling" implicates trademark rights. 

Examples include statements regarding the environmental characteristics 

of a product, names connoting environmental benefits, and certification 

of environmentally benign characteristics by independent organizations 

such as Green Seal, Inc. and Green Cross Certification Co. These com- 

peting non profit companies promote their "seal-for-sale" programs as 

104. See infra notes 110--11 and accompanying text. 
105. See 15 U.S.C. § 1052 (1988). 
106. In contrast, patent and copyright law are strictly federal, and preempt conflicting 

state protection. See Sears, Roebuck & Co. v. Stiffel Co., 376 U.S. 225 0964); Compco 
Corp. v. Day-Brite Lighting, 376 U.S. 234 (1964). 

I07. 15 U.S.C. § lll4. 
108. See B. Keller & L. Reisner, Checklist of Trademark-Related Causes of Action and 

Defenses, Including Sample Pleadings, in M. BENDER, IN'IELLECTUAL PROPERTY 
COUNSELING AND LITIGATION § 57.07 (1990). Palming off one's work as the work of 
another can provide a basis for relief. Dilution of a trademark by use of a similar name in a 
different market can be prevented, even without a likelihood of confusion. Individual 
fights of privacy are also protected by common law or by statute in many states. For exam- 
pie, New York prohibits use of someone's likeness unless a written agreement is made. 
N.Y. CIr. RIGHTS §50 (1909). 

109. The elements of a Lanham Act unfair wade practice claim are: 

(1) False statements regarding products or services, 
(2) Likelihood of consumer deception, 
(3) Materiality of the deception to the purchasing decision, and 
(4) Likelihood of injury to defendant. 

See 15 U.S.C. § 1125(a). 
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alternatives to government certification. I l0 The Federal Trade Commis- 
sion and some state Attorneys-General are investigating environmental 
advertising for possible unfair or deceptive claims.It1 

Some states have taken action to implement green labelling as well. 
For example, the New York Department of Environmental Conservation 
("DEC") adopted regulations governing the use of state-authorized 
emblems on packaging and products which are reusable, recycled, or 
recyclable. 112 The DEC plans to maintain a registry of products author- 
ized to use the emblems. The state labelling system is a creative 
approach that allows companies to achieve a competitive advantage for 
environmentally beneficial products. The opposite approach, one requir- 
ing companies to label products with warnings or labels disclosing the 
environmental harmfulness of their products, creates a competitive 
disadvantage.H3 These approaches exemplify use of trademark concepts 
as an instrument of environmental policy. 

D. International Protection of Intellectual Property 

Environmental problems have become international concerns. Inter- 
national transfer of and trade in environmental technology can make 
appropriate technology available where it is needed. Intellectual prop- 
erty plays an important role in technology transfer and trade. TM Inter- 
national intellectual property rights serve as an incentive for inventors to 
create new technologies. They also provide the currency for transfers of 
environmental technology. 

The industrialization and economic strength of a country often 
correspond with: (1) the comprehensiveness of the country's intellectual 
property protection, (2) its consistency with and adherence to 

110. See Harris, Enviro-Seals Jockey for Public Approval, ENV'T TODAY, Nov./Dec. 
1990, at 1. 

111. See Smith, Environmentalists, State Officers See Red as Firms Rush to Market 
Green Products, Wall St. J., Mar. 13, 1990, at B1. 

112. See 6 N.Y. COMP. CODES R. & REGS. tit. 6 §368 (1990). California has an 
analogous system for organically raised agricultural products. See the labelling provision 
of the California Organic Foods Act of 1990, CAL. HEALTH & SAFETY CODE § 26569.24 
(West 1990). 

113. The European Economic Community is considering a directive that would require 
certain ecologically damaging chemicals to carry the symbol of a dead fish washed up at the 
foot of a barren tree. Such a symbol could drastically reduce demand for a consumer pro- 
duct. 

114. The Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer has extensive 
provisions regarding the transfer of technologies that reduce greenhouse gases. See Pet- 
sonk, The Role of the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) in the Development 
of International Environmental Law, 5 AM. U.J. INT'L LAW & POL'Y 351, 371 n.123 
(1990). Such transfers of technology involve major shifts in intellectual property assets. 
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international accords,  (3) the degree o f  invent iveness  required to obtain a 

patent, and (4) the uniformity  with which  domest ic  and foreign rights are 

treated.tlS Countr ies  also vary widely  in the s t r ingency of  envi ronmenta l  

regulat ion and the l ikel ihood of  enforcement  against  violators.  

A number  o f  international treaties and convent ions  have at tempted to 

harmonize  the laws appl icable  to patents and other  intellectual property 

rights, ll6 But  many  differences remain.  H7 Different  procedures  and 

s~ 'adards for  patent  rights can impede  technology transfer. Similar ly,  

ownership  and l icensing pol icies  can p romote  or  hinder  transfers o f  

environmenta l  technology.  

Countr ies  have  d ivergent  v iews  on how patent  systems should be used 

in international transfers o f  envi ronmenta l  technologies.  Deve loped  

countries favor  strong protections in order  to promote  economic  and 

technical  progress.  Deve lop ing  nations "ho ld  that the level  o f  protect ion 

should confo rm with overal l  economic  and deve lopmen t  pol ic ies  o f  the 

recipient  countries.  ' ' n s  These  pol ic ies  tend to favor  reduced protect ion 

for intel lectual  property to a l low greater  use o f  technology.  Unfor -  

tunately, poor  protect ion is l ikely to lower  the level  o f  envi ronmenta l  

t echnology  avai lable in deve lop ing  nations. 

115. See Creel & Wintringham, Patent Systems and Their Role in the Technological 
Advance of Developing Nations, I0 RUTGERS COMPUTER & TECH. L.J. 255 (1984). The 
benefits of having a patent system are many. First, it encourages disclosure in the native 
language of a technical literature. Second, the existence of a patent system protects the 
efforts and investments of inventors. Third, patent laws can encourage the availability of a 
technology in the subject nation, by means of working requirements, which require a paten- 
tee to use a technology in the country or lose exclusive rights, and through compulsory 
licenses. Id. Innovation also depends on the level of private and public support for 
research and development, the quality of education and training, governmental efforts to 
promote state of the art technology, and geographical factors. For example, high energy 
and waste disposal costs have led Japan and the European community to develop advan- 
tages in energy efficiency and recycling. 

116. These include the Paris Convention of 1883, the World Intellectual Properly 
Organization, established in 1967, the Patent Cooperation Treaty of 1970, and the Stras- 
bourg Convention. See D. CHISUM, PATENTS § 14.02 (1990). See also Creel & Wintr- 
ingham, supra note 115, at 265-74. Similar treaties harmonize copyright and trademark 
protection around the world. 

117. In particular, the required level of novelty and inventiveness varies. Also, some 
countries have particular restrictions on the subject matter that may be patented. Restric- 
tions on inventions relating to energy and transport, nuclear power, living organisms and 
chemical inventions continue to exist in some countries. See Creel & Wintringham, supra 
note 115, at 275. Historically, some countries have not allowed patents on antipollution 
technology. See id. at 297-300. The trend is to allow patents for environmental technol- 
ogy, and signatories of the Patent Cooperation Treaty may impose no limitations. 

118. WORLD METEOROLOGICAL ORGANIZATION/UNITED NATIONS ENVIRON- 
MENTAL PROGRAM INTERGOVERNMENTAL PANEL ON CLIMATE CHANGE, CLIMATE 
CHANGE: THE IPCC RESPONSE STRATEGIES (1991). 
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E. Property Rights in Biodiversity 

New approaches are possible for creating and protecting intellectual 

property fights. An intellectual property fight gives the holder reasons 

for protecting the asset and developing it. This principle may be applied 

creatively to encourage conservation of  natural resources. An example 

of  this approach is convervation of  biodiversity by creating a system of  

genetic property fights in indigenous species found in habitats such as 
rainforests and coral reefs. 119 

Experts agree that the best way to protect biodiversity and eliminate 

destruction of  rainforests and coral reefs is by guaranteeing economic 

benefits to the custodians of  those resources, le° Grants of  proprietary 

rights may permit such a system to develop through private agreement 

and international initiatives. 

For  example,  a company may isolate a useful substance from a rain- 

forest plant. The genetic material from the plant may be used to produce 

a profitable medication by means o f  biotechnology. In the absence of  an 

agreement regarding property rights in the genetic material,  those 

responsible for maintaining the rainforest receive no benefit from the 

new discovery which uses these resources. A number of  pharmaceutical 

companies have voluntarily paid royalties to the custodians of  rainforests 

in exchange for the fight to isolate products from the rainforests. This 

system provides incentives for nations and organizations to conserve 

genetically important ecosystems. Therefore, those resources will not be 

destroyed and will remain available to future generations. 

Implementing a system of  proprietary fights in genetic material 

involves many practical and political problems. A full discussion is 

beyond the scope of  this Article. 121 Arrangements would include foreign 

119. Rainforests and coral reefs can be viewed as a genetic library of useful biological 
products. The rosy periwinkle, a rainforest plant, is the source of vincristine and vinblas- 
fine, important leukemia medications. See, e.g., Meadows, Don't Send the Gene Pool 
Down the Drain, N.Y. Newsday, May 24, 1990, at 81. Sponges and soft corals produce 
useful antiviral agents and analgesics. 

120. See Petsonk, supra note 114, at 388. See also York, Environment and Economics 
in Developing Countries, I0 N.Y. ST. B.A. ENVY. L. SEC. J. 15, 16 (1990) (preserving 
biological diversity protects jobs, and offers economic hdvantages to compete with those of 
developing rainforest tracts). 

A different approach to protecting biodiversity is found in the Migratory Bird Treaty, 
which renders it unlawful to kill or traffic in migratory birds subject to international treaty. 
16 U.S.C. §703 (1990). See also the Endangered Species Act, 16 U.S.C. §§ 1531-1544: 
(1990). 

121. A related issue is environmental regulation of biotechnology. Biotechnology holds 
the promise of providing ecologically-balanced substitutes for chemical pesticides and pro- 
duction processes, and effective hazardous waste treatment through bioremediation. 
Domestic regulation of biotechnology is a patchwork of rules which may be deteffing inno- 
vation in pollution prevention and treatment technologies. Moreover, international 
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and domestic legislation, international accords, participation by institu- 
tions like the World Bank, and domestic United States reforms. 122 Those 
problems make the approach more difficult to achieve, not less 
worthwhile. 

1II. LICENSING ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNOLOGY 

Intellectual property incentives for innovation depend on the owner 's  
ability to exploit the property through licensing. Environmental regula- 
tion can enhance or diminish the ability to profit from innovation. This 
Section summarizes the considerations that apply to intellectual property 
licensing, particularly patents. Problems may arise when a patent owner 
refuses to license the best technology for a particular environmental 
application. Compulsory licensing provisions affect rights in that situa- 
tion. Courts, regulators, and licensing parties should seek to balance the 
licensor's ability to profit from his or her intellectual property against the 
public interest in using the most appropriate environmental technology. 
This approach is consistent with the Federal Technology Transfer Act 123 
which applies to licensing of  government-owned technology. 

A.  Licensing in General  

The scope of  a license depends on the business circumstances, the 
regulatory climate, and the relative bargaining strength of  the parties. 
Licensing negotiation considers the various alternative arrangements 
available for conveying rights in technology. First, rights may be 
assigned for a flat fee or a royalty based on sales. Second, the licensee 
may receive an exclusive license in which the licensor agrees not to 
license anyone else. Finally, a less favorable alternative is a nonexclu- 
sive license in which the licensor is free to license others to use the tech- 
nology. Various hybrid arrangements can be made, for example by 
dividing a market regionally, or by market segment. One licensee may 

approaches to biotechnology regulation diverge greatly; harmonization will be difficult. 
See Stewart, International Aspects of Biotechnology and its Use in the Environmera, 19 
Envtl. L. Rep. (Envfl. L. Inst.) I051 l, I0513 (1989). 

122. A California Court of Appeals decision that a person had a property right in his 
own genetic material sufficient to support a cause of action for conversion when the genetic 
material was used to produce a valuable pharmaceutical product without his consent has 
been overtumexl. Moore v. Regents of the Univ. of Cal., 271 Cal. Rpu-. 146, 793 P.2d 479 
(1990), reversing 215 Cal. App. 3d 709, 249 Cal. Rp~. 494 (1988) (refusing to extend 
conversion doctrine for fear of restricting biotechnology research). See also Noonan, Own- 
ership of Biological Tissue, 72 J. PAT. TRADEMARK OFF. SOC'Y 109 (1990). 

123. 15 U.S.C. §§ 3701-3714 (1988); see infra Section HLC. 
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h a v e  exc lus ive  r ights  to use  an  N O  x r em ova l  sys t em for  fossi l  fuel  uti l i-  

t ies  appl ica t ions ,  wh i l e  ano the r  l i censee  rece ives  exc lus ive  r ights  for  the 

p rocess  o f  sol id was te  inc inera t ion .  TM 

Propr ie ta ry  r ights  typica l ly  c o n v e y e d  in a l i cense  inc lude  pa tents ,  

t rade  secrets ,  t echnica l  exper t ise ,  as wel l  as t r ademarks ,  copyr igh t s ,  and  

m a r k e t i n g  i n f o r m a t i o n )  z5 T h e  co l l ec t ion  o f  r ights  depends  on  the  na ture  

o f  the  p roduc t  or  p rocess  tha t  is protected.  In s o m e  ins tances ,  ou t r igh t  

sale  o f  a uni t  m i g h t  be  s imple r  than  nego t i a t ing  a l icense,  such  as w h e n  

the  pe r son  seek ing  the  t echno logy  needs  on ly  a m a c h i n e ,  r a the r  than  a 

p l an t  or  a sys tem.  

P lac ing  a va lue  on  a l icense  requi res  ana lys i s  o f  the  l i c e n s o r ' s  inves t -  

men t ,  p rospec t ive  benef i t s  f r om not  l icens ing,  and  the  l i c e n s e e ' s  po ten-  

t ial  profit .  126 Fo r  example ,  a c o m p a n y  that  has  f o u n d  a way  to conve r t  a 

124. Antitrust and patent misuse doctrines may limit the extent to which a patentee may 
refuse to grant a license, tie a patented to an anpatented product, or extend the effective 
term of a patent. See generally D. CHISUM, supra note 116, § 19.04. The Patent Misuse 
Reform Act of 1988 amended 35 U.S.C. § 271 to explicitly eliminate the defense of misuse 
except where the patentee has market power, as under antitrust doctrine. See 35 U.S.C. 
§ 271(d)(5) (1988); Burehfiel, Patent Misuse and Antitrust Reform: Blessed Be the Tie?, 4 
HARV. J.L. & TECH. 1 (1991) (this volume). Cf. USM Corp. v. SPS Technologies, Inc., 
694 F.2d 504 (7th Cir. 1982) (Posner, J.). 

125. Copyright protection is not considered in this Article. However, it can be a useful. 
tool in connection with other intellectual property fights to prevent infringement and to bol- 
ster licensing revenues. For example, copyright may protect: 

(1) Operating programs for pollution monitoring equipment, 
(2) Process control programs to optimize inputs and wastes, 
(3) Display panels, and 
(4) Operating manuals, brochures, and specifications. 

See 17 U.S.C. §§ 101--810 (1988). 
126. In the case of patent licenses, a useful checklist of 15 factors is set forth in the con- 

text of determining a reasonable royalty as damages for infringement in Georgia-Pacific 
Corp. v. United States Plywood Corp., 318 F. Supp. 1116, 1120 (S.D.N.Y. 1970), 
modified and aft'd, 446 F.2d 295 (2d Cir. 1971), cert. denied, 404 U.S. 870 (1971). The 
court described such factors in the context of hypothetical negotiations: 

Where a willing licensor and a willing licensee are negotiating for a royalty, the 
hypothetical negotiations would not occur in a vacuum of pure logic. They would 
involve a market place [sic] confrontation of  the parties, the outcome of which would 
depend upon such factors as their relative/bargaining strength; the anticipated amount 
of profits that the prospective licensor reasonably thinks he would lose as a result of 
licensing the patent as compared to the anticipated royalty income; the anticipated 
amount of net profits that the prospective licensee reasonably thinks he will make; the 
commercial past performance of the invention in terms of public acceptance and 
profits; the market to be tapped; and any other economic factor that normally prudent 
businessmen would, under similar circumstances, take into consideration in negotiat- 
ing the hypothetical license. 

318 F. Supp. at 1121. The Georgia-PacifiC approach has been approved by the Federal Cir- 
cuit. See Hanson v. AlPine Valley Ski Area, Inc., 718 F.2d 1075, 1077 (Fed. Cir. 1983). 
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batch treamaent process into a continuous process may reduce its produc- 

tion and compliance costs. By not licensing the technology, the com- 

pany would retain lower costs than its competitors. Other factors to con- 

sider include savings in development time for alternatives, costs of com- 

peting technologies, size of the market, and the potential for product lia- 

bility. 

Perhaps the most important factor affecting the value of proprietary 

rights of  environmental technology is the regulatory climate. For exam- 

ple, EPA may determine that a particular technology is the Best Avail- 

able Control Technology under the CAA. 127 Anyone contemplating con- 

structing a new air emissions source must either license the required 

technology or undergo a complex process to convince EPA to designate 

an alternative technology as acceptable. ~2s A patentee can achieve a 

strong bargaining position if the technology is accepted as the stan- 

dard. 129 The interaction between technology-based environmental regu- 

lation and intellectual property fights is discussed further in Section IV. 

1. L i cens ing  Out  

A company may own technology it wishes to license to others. 

Licensing out can be used instead of or in addition to in-house use. Typ- 

ical reasons for licensing include: 

(1) The technology is not integrally linked with the company's  

other technology, and is easy to segment off; 

(2) The intellectual property owner has insufficient capacity to 

satisfy anticipated demand for the end product; 

(3) The technology is in a business that is peripheral to the main 

direction t~t the patentee's business (e.g., environmental con- 

trol as opposed to manufacturing); 

127. See Wilson, Martin & Friedland, A Critical Review of the Environmental Protec- 
tion Agency's Standards for "Best Available Control Technology" Under the Clean Air 
Act, 20 Envtl. L. Rep. (Envtl. L. Inst.) 10067, for an analysis of the process EPA follows in 
reaching such a determination. 

128. ld. The problem of a super-monopoly may arise in this context. A permit applicant 
who is required by regulators to use a technology protected by a patent belonging to some- 
one else is in a bind and may be forced to pay an excessive amount to use the technology or 
may be precluded from using it at alL This "doomsday scenario" may not be common, but 
colors negotiations over technologies mandated by regulation. 

129. See infra notes 168-72 and accompanying text, for a discussion of technology 
based standards. See also Magat, The Effects of  Environmental Regulation on Innovation, 
43 LAW & CONTEMP. PROBS. 4, 18 (1979) ("To the extent that a regulatory agency man- 
dates the wide-spread adoption of a new technology developed by a firm, the agency creates 
a widely-expandad market for the firm's innovation."). 
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(4) There is serious potential for liability arising from use of the 
technology; 

(5) The patent or trade secret has limited use as a device to block 
the efforts of competitors (e.g., there are many competing tech- 
nologies); 

(6) The company has little risk of disclosing related technology (as 
would be more likely for end-of-pipe pollution controls than 
processes that reduce generation of pollutants); and 

(7) High royalties are obtainable. 

When more of these factors are present, the patentee or other intellectual 
property owner has a greater incentive to seek licensees. 

2. Licensing In 

One alternative for solving technical problems of environmental com- 
pliance is to use an invention owned by someone else. Or, one can 
attempt to design around a patent from known or proven technologies. 
The risk of liability for infringement is a prime consideration in choosing 
between these alternatives. Two general questions are involved in 
evaluating potential liability for all intellectual ~o tmay .  Is the 
proprietary fight valid and enforceable? Is the proposed activity similar 
enough to the protected property? 

One who designs around a patent can attempt to prove that the 
accused technology does not infringe. Alternatively, the accused in- 
fringer can attack the patent's validity. The risk of  liability for damages 
in addition to injunctive relief may be too great to warrant entry into a 
new technical area without obtaining a license. A competent written 
opinion from counsel is crucial to inform such a decision. Opinions are 
also important to avoid treble damages and attorneys" fees for willful 
infringement. 130 

Similar considerations apply to the decision to use proprietary 
processes held in confidence by a competitor, where the secrets were 
learned in a confidential relationship. To avoid misappropriation of 
trade secrets, licensing the secrets may be necessary. If  a secret is not 
knov¢j, but is known to be useful, a license may be the only legitimate 
way to gain the benefits of  the technology. Pollution prevention 
approaches often involve process changes that are not patentable or pub- 
licly discernible but are quite valuable. A license to use such approaches 

130. 35 U.S.C. §§284, 285 (1988); See generally D. CHISUM, supra note I16, 
§ 20.0314][b][v]. 
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may be worthwhile. The risks may not be so high for trade secrets or 

trademarks as for patents, but it is unwise to invest in a new venture 

without confidence that there is no exposure for infringement. 

B. Compulsory Patent Licensing 

Generally, the right to exclude others from making, using, or selling a 

patented product or process is absolute. TM In theory, a patentee cannot 

be forced to make, use or sell the patented invention. In addition, she is 

not required to license the technology to others. As a result, the most 

appropriate technology for a given situation may be described and 

claimed in a patent, and yet cannot be used. 

From an economic viewpoint, a patentee would be unlikely to refuse 

a reasonable offer of payment or royalty. However, a company may 

refuse to allow competitors to take advantage of a patent in order to 

bring economic or public relations ruin upon the competitor. 

The following subsections address two legal avenues to preventing 

such actions. One is compulsory licensing under Section 1498 of Title 

28,132 which applies to use of an invention by or for the United States. 

The other is mandatory licensing of pollution control technologies under 

the CAA. 

1. 28 U.S.C. § 1498 

A statutory provision permits the United States and its contractors to 

use any patented technology upon payment of a reasonable royalty. 133 A 

federal contractor, subcontractor or any person who uses a technology or 

manufactures a product for the United States with governmental authori- 

zation and consent is protected from exposure to injunction, treble dam- 

ages, and an award of attorneys' fees in a district court action. Rather, 

the worst consequences are an action in the Claims Court to determine 

131. It is no defense to an infringement action that a patentee refused to license the 
patent. 35 U.S.C. §271(d) (1988). In some coenn'ies, compulsory licensing provisions 
permit others to use a patented technology upon payment of a royalty. For example in 
Canada, a generic drug manufacturer may apply to the Commissioner of Patents for a 
license to sell a patented pharmaceutical product; licenses requiting a royalty payment of 
4% are routinely granted. A compulsory license provision can seriously undercut a 
patentee's ability to command a high royalty. In the United States, royalties typically range 
from 5% to 15%. See generally D. CHISUM, supra note 116, § 20.0313l[d]. 

132. 28 U.S.C. § 1498 (1988). 
133. "[T]he use or manufacture of an invention described in and covered by a patent of 

the United State~ ~y a contractor, a subcontractor, or any person, firm, or corporation for 
the Government and with the authorization or Consent of the Government, shall be con- 
strued as use or manufacture for the United States." ld. at § 1498(a). 
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whether a reasonable royalty is due.134 

The compulsory license statute can protect a part3, for use of  control 
or cleanup technology. When contracting with a federal agency which 
requires the use of  a patented technology, the contractor may receive 
governmental authorization and consent specifying use of  the patented 
techn.~logy. Such authorization and consent will establish the basis for a 
defense under Section 1498. Authorization and consent clauses are stan- 
dard in government procurement contracts) 35 EPA should make avail- 
able its explicit authorization and consent to use particular environmen- 
tal technology in permits and enforcement orders as well as contracts. 
Such authorization and consent will protect those required to use 
environmentally beneficial technology from exposure to injunctions and 
increased damages. 

Even in the absence of  express authorization and consent one could 
argue that EPA's  requirement o f  particular proprietary technology for a 

permit to construct or operate a facility constitutes implied authorization 
and consent. For example, EPA may require a private party to use 
specific technology pursuant to the national contingency plan in a reme- 
dial action pursuant to CERCLA. The use of  that cleanup technology 
would appear to be with the authorization and consent of  the United 
States. 

Negotiation of  a favorable license will be preferable to litigation in 
the Claims Court over the reasonable royalty rate. Hence, the applica- 
tion of  Section 1498 to environmental patents most likely will be limited 
to situations where a patentee has refused to grant a license. 

The terms of  Section 1498 do not specifically include states and mun- 
icipal corporations within the definition of  "person." Section 1498 
embodies a policy belief that allowing federal agencies to use patented 
technologies serves the public good. For the same policy, provisions 
should be extended to states or towns that use a patented technology for 
environmental protection. However, the status of  states and municipal 
corporations under Section 1498 remains unclear.136 

2. Mandatory Licensing Under the Clean Air Act of 1970 

Alleged infringers may also avoid liability under the mandatory 

134. Id. 
135. See Gelb, Intellectual Property Clauses in Government Contracts. in M. BENDER, 

supra, note 15, § 25.0318l. 
136. See Chew v. State of California, 893 F.2d 331 (Fed. Cir. 1990) (holding that states 

are immune from patent infringement actions under the 1 lth Amendment). 
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license provision of Section 308 of the C A A .  137 Section 308 authorizes 
the Attorney General to seek a district court judgment requiring licensing 
on reasonable terms where certain conditions exist: 

(1) The patented invention is needed to achieve emission limita- 
tions, 

(2) No aitemative methods are available, and 
(3) The patent reduces competition or monopolizes it. 138 

The legislative history limits the provision to patented technologies; 
mandatory licensing of trade secrets is not included. The legislation was 
intended to avoid the "super-monopoly" that could result from imposing 
environmental standards which necessitated use of patented technology. 
The statute guarantees all producers in a given field an adequate supply 
of technology with which to meet the statutory obligations of the 
CAA. 139 

Commentators have criticized Section 308 as precedent for an 
onslaught of compulsory licensing provisions. 14° However, Section 308 
has never been invoked. The fear of  compulsory licensing provisions 
appears unjustified, at least in the environmental arena. Since a patentee 
still receives a reasonable royalty for use of her invention, the patent sys- 
tem provides a sufficient incentive for innovation.14t 

3. The Chew Problem 

A potentially greater concern to patentees occurs when the patent is 
required by environmental regulation, and no royalty is available. A 
recent case illustrates this problem. Marion Chew patented a method for 
testing exhaust emissions of automobile engines. California's "Smog 
Check" program required testing of emissions by a process which Chew 

137. 42 U.S.C. §7608 (1988). 
138. ld. 
139. See, e.g., Schwartz, Mandatory Patent Licensing of Air Pollution Control Technol- 

ogy, 57 VA. L. REV. 719 (1971). 
140. See Id. 
141. Accused infringers may avoid being enjoined from use of a patented environmental 

technology by calling on the district court's equitable discretion. Roche Prod., Inc. v. Bolar 
Pharmaceutical Co., Inc., 733 F.2d 858, 866-67 (Fed. Cir. 1984) (dictum that injunctive 
relief for patent infringement is not mandatory, but is based on equitable considerations 
including public interest). The outcome of such a plea is uncertain. Because of the disrup- 
tion that can result when a company is enjoined from practicing a technology, reliance on 
such a plea without a statutor)~ defense in inadvisable. 
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asserted infringed her patent. 142 

The district court dismissed the complaint  based on state sovereign 

immunity under the Eleventh Amendment  and rejected Chew's  argument 

that California 's  State Implementation Plan under the C A A  constituted 

implied consent to jurisdiction for a federal patent lawsuit.143 

On appeal, the Federal  Circuit held that the Patent Act  does not abro- 

gate the state 's Eleventh Amendment  immunity. 144 The consequence of  

the decision is that Chew has no remedy for the alleged infringement. 

This result frustrates the policy of  the patent clause. An inventor whose 

invention is adopted as part of  a regional strategy for pollution control 

should receive a reasonable reward. Since Chew was not compensated, 

inventors are informed that the patent system may not protect patents 

from infringement by the states. 

The court suggested a number of  other possible actions or grounds for 

recovery. Chew had filed a claim with the State Board of  Control, but it 
was rejected. 145 Chew could have brought a state court action. 146 An 

action in the Court of  Claims under 28 U.S.C. § 1498 might  be possi- 

ble, 147 but a state is not clearly a person under Section 1498, or subject to 

jurisdiction in the Claims Court. A takings action could challenge an 

uncompensated regulatory taking based on the Fifth Amendment  provi- 

sion that private property shall not be taken for public use without just  

compensat ionJ 48 Chew still may not have recovered in any of  these 

proceedings. 
The only certain way to solve the Chew problem is by legislative 

reform. The Patent Act  should be expressly amended to permit  patent 

infringement claims against a s ta te)  49 Alternatively, 28 U.S.C. § 1498 

could be amended to ensure that a state is subject to suit when it requires 

use of  a patented technology as part of  a regulatory program. 

142. see Chew, 893 F.2d 331. Chew asserted that implementation of the program 
injured her. Ordinarily, a patentee is "injured" by delay in implementation of a regulatory 
program that would require use of her patented device. See Clean Air Constituency v. Cal. 
State Air Resources Bd., 114 Cal. Rptr. 577, 523 P.2d 617 (1974) (manufacturers of pollu- 
tion control devices were successful in obtaining a writ requiring the state board to imple- 
ment a nitrogen oxide control program using their technology). 

143. See Chew, 893 F.2d at 333. 
144. Id. at 331. 
145. ld. at 332-33. 
146. Id. at 336. 
147. Id. See supra text accompanying note 136. 
148. See U.S. CONST. Amend. V. The Federal Circuit distinguished takings by a state 

from takings by Congress. Chew, 893 F.2d 331. See McGinley, supra note 68, at 10376 
(criticizing Supreme Court regulatory takings analysis as insufficiently concerned with the 
public interest in environmental protection). 

149. CERCLA, for example, permits an action against a state, abrogating the state's 
Eleventh Amendment immunity. Pennsylvania v. Union Gas Co., 491 U.S. 1 (1989). 
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C. L i cens ing  G o v e r n m e n t - O w n e d  Inven t ions  

The preceding discussion addressed problems that can occur when the 
government require~ Use of privately patented technology. The relation- 
ship of private use to government-owned inventions is more clearly 
defined. 

The Federal Technology Transfer Act ("FIq'A") 15° encourages col- 
laboration between business and government by means of cooperative 
research and development agreements. The central focus of the statute is 
a provision that allows federal agencies to license or assign federally- 
owned inventions. The FFI'A is intended to increase such activity, t51 
Federal agencies and employees may retain royalties from federally- 
owned inventions as incentive's for innovation and technology transfer. 
Pursuant to the FI'TA, a federal laboratory may provide personnel, ser- 
vices, facilities, equipment, technology, and other resources to collabora- 
tive ventures, but funding must come from the collaborating company. 

Deparunent of Commerce regulations 152 govern the granting of 
licenses by federal agencies. Pursuant to the regulations, a notice of 
availability must be announced in the Federal Register three months 
before granting an exclusive license. Notice of the prospective exclusive 
licensee is also required. 153 Application for a license must include the 
applicant's business plan. TM 

Over five million dollars in licensing fees were received by the United 
States in 1989. ~55 EPA has over 100 patents ~lating primarily to waste- 
water treatment, air pollution control, and sampling devices. EPA has 
instituted a program pursuant to the FFFA to facilitate transfer of the 
agency's technology. 156 

Federal agencies and state environmental protection agencies should 
encourage collaborative research efforts in order to facilitate innova- 
tion. 157 The licensing and royalty provisions of the b'TI'A should be 
applied to such ventures to ensure that inventors receive a share of the 
income derived from patents and other intellectual property. 158 

150. 35 U.S.C. §§3701-3714 (1988). 
151. Seeid. 
152. See, e.g., 37 C.F.R. §404 (1985). 
153. ~d. 
154. ld. 
155. See Parker, Licensing of Government Owned Inventions: A Primer for the Licens- 

ing Executive, LICENSING EXECUTIVE SOC'Y TECH. TRANSFER CONF. REP. Appendix 
D (1990). 

156. See GoUin, supra note 10, at 10173. 
157. National and regional testing centers fo." innovative technologies have been recom- 

mended. TIEC/NACEPT REPORT, supra note 4, at 30-38. 
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Governmenta l  agencies  can serve  the publ ic  interest  in envi ronmenta l  

protect ion by balancing individual  proprietary rights against  the larger  

goal  o f  p romot ing  progress in envi ronmenta l  technology.  

IV. REAPING ECONOMIC BENEFITS FROM 
ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE 

Technology- fo rc ing  envi ronmenta l  statutes and regulat ions create a 

market  for  envi ronmenta l  technology.  159 A detai led survey of  

technology-forc ing  regulations as incent ives  to innovate  is beyond the 

constraints o f  this Art icle.  16° Instead, this Sect ion descr ibes  how eco log-  

ical and economic  goals  are combined  and focuses  on ways  env i ronmen-  

tal law can create opportunit ies for  innovation.  The  Sect ion concludes  

with practical  suggest ions on how to reap the benefits o f  innovat ion  by 

audit ing envi ronmenta l  technology and t racking the state o f  the art. 

Envi ronmenta l  law seeks to balance the anti thetical  interests o f  those 

who  favor  economic  deve lopment ,  whatever  the damage  to the envi ron-  

ment ,  and those who  favor  preserving nature, wha tever  the economic  

cost. 161 Often,  these interests are pit ted against  one another.  A better  

approach would  be  to find ways  to combine  econ6mic  and envi ronmenta l  

goals.  Technical  and economic  progress  do not  need  to c o m e  at the 

expense  o f  the environment .  Envi ronmenta l  protect ion should be  

economica l ly  attractive. 162 The  Clean  Ai r  Ac t  A m e n d m e n t s  exempl i fy  

158. See id. at 36. 
159. ld. at 5. Uncertainties, costs, and delays in the application of permit and compli- 

ance regulations create major disincentives for innovation, ld. at 4-5. Best available tech- 
nology standards, in particular, tend to lock in a particular technology and reduce the 
opportunities for ingenuity. Id. at 16-17. 

160. See notes 3--4, supra, for references to various informative surveys. 
161. See Commoner, Failure of the Environmental Effort, 18 Envtl. L. Rep. (Envt'l L. 

Inst.) 10195, 10196 (1988), for one outspoken critic's opinion on the linkage between 
technical progress and environmental destruction. Others recognize that the changes 
wrought by human technology are themselves part of the self-regulating systems on the 
planet. See J. LOVELOCK, GAIA (1979). Lovelock's theory is devoid of the mystical 
attachment to the earth-as-organism often described as the Gaia hypothesis. To the con- 
trary, he posits that "pollution is natural,"/d, at 108, and asserts "It]he very concept of pol- 
lution is anthropocentric and it may even be irrelevant in the Gaian context." ld. at 110. 
Lovelock points out that much manmade pollution is minuscule as compared to global eco- 
logical equilibria,/d, at 110-22, but he recognizes that destruction of ecosystems at the 
continental shelves and in rainforests may have cataclysmic effects, ld. at 123--40. 

162. T. WIRTH, J. HEINZ, & R. STAVINS, PROJECT 88: HARNESSING MARKET 
FORCES TO PROTECT OUR ENVIRONMENT: INITIATIVES FOR THE NEW PRESIDENT: A 
PUBLIC POLICY STUDY, 8 (1988). PROJECT 88 refers to the approach of harnessing 
market forces to spur both technological advance and sustainable management of national 
and global natural resources as a "new environmentalism." See id. at 1; Stewart, Econom- 
ics, Environment, and the Limits of Legal Control, 9 HARV. ENVTL. L. REV. 1, 4 (1985) 
(discussing the need for environmental technology-forcing strategies to keep up with 
economic growth). 
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this approach. They signal a new era of integration between environ- 
mental and economic values. 163 

Since passage of  the National Environmental Policy Act in 1969 
("NEPA"), 164 technology-forcing provisions have been central to 
environmental regulation. 16s Technology-forcing provisions presuppose 
and rely on advances in the state of  the art of  environmental technology 
to bring about improvements in environmental protection. In seeking to 
reduce air, earth, and water pollution, Congress has set technology-based 
standards requiring increasingly stringent levels for compliance. 166 
Invention and innovation are expected to keep improving the state of  the 
art for pollution control, and industry must keep up with the advancing 
edge. As older facilities are upgraded or shut down, the trailing edge of  
technology advances as well. 167 

Technology-based standards 168 include: 

163. Pub. L. No. 101-549 was signed into law by President Bush on November 15, 
1990. The law is 877 pages long and incorporates many novel approaches toward achiev- 
ing clean air by balancing environmental, energy, and economic concerns. The amend- 
ments are notable for their emphasis on using market incentives to reduce air pollution by 
emissions wading and through credits for voluntary early emissions reductions. EPA 
Adminisu~tor William Reilly has announced that EPA is seeking to integrate environmen- 
tal and economic goals in all new EPA initiatives. See 21 Envt'l~ Rep. (BNA) 1736 (1991). 

164. 42 U.S.C. §§4321-4361 (1988). The main thrust of NEPA was to require environ- 
mental impact review for federal actions, but the Congressional declaration of national 
environmental policy in NEPA can be viewed as the starting gun for the environmental 
legislation that followed. Cf Sire, Some Thoughts for Environmental Lawyers in the Wild- 
erness of Administrative Law, 70 COLUM. L. REV. 612, 645--50 (1970). 

165. See, e.g., ENVIRONMENTAL LAW INSTITUTE, supra note 3, §§ 3.02, 3.03, 3.07. 
166. See 2 W. RODGERS, supra note 3, § 2.7(c). 
167. Technology-forcing "command and control" environmental statutes generally share 

certain assumptions about technology: 

(1) The level of environmental technology in use provides inadequate environmen- 
tal protection; 

(2) Improved environmental protection can be obtained through technological 
advance; 

(3) Industry does not uniformly and promptly replace existing technology with 
improved environmental technology, unless legally required to do so; 

(4) Improvements in environmental technology can best be achieved by setting 
technical standards for new facilities and processes; and 

(5) Old facilities with more harmful technology may be grandfathered to one degree 
or another because the costs of improvements are too high. 

Stewa~, Regulation, Innovation, and Administrative Law: A Conceptual Framework, 69 
CALIF. L. REV. 1259, 1270 (1981). Stewart finds that command and control regulation is 
unsuccessful in bringing about efficient innovation, and recommends several measures, 
including decentralized economic incentives for innovation. Id. at 1373--75. 

168. The process employed by EPA to set standards is intended to set specific emissions 
limitations, rather than technical standards; in order to promote innovation in practice, 
specific technologies are frequently required. See Wilson, Martin & Friedland, supra note 
127, at 10073-74 (discussing standards under the CAA). See also TIEC/NACEPT 
REPORT. supra note 4. 
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(1) Lowest achievable emissions rate ("LAER"), 169 

(2) Best available control technologies ("BACT"), 17° 

(3) Best practical control technology ("BPT"), best conventional 

control technology ("BCT") or best available and economi- 

caily feasible control technology ("BAT"), TM and 

(4) Best demonstrated available treatment ("BDAT").D2 

The new CAA Amendments continue these principles by relying on 

innovation to improve the state of the art of air pollution control. For 

example, new sources of air emissions must obtain the maximum achiev- 

able reduction in emissions achieved by the best controlled similar 

source ("MACT"). 173 The standard is to be set based on the average of 

the best performing twelve percent of existing facilities. TM 

The current regime of environmental regulation effectively restricts 

the use of many harmful technologies, but does not effectively promote 

innovation in beneficial technologies. Intellectual property may provide 

better incentives. The designation of a particular technology as satisfy- 

ing one of the above standards can actually stifle innovation by forcing 

industry to accept a particular technical solution. Another technology 

may be more appropriate, economical, or effective. Regulation that ~.ets 

a performance-based standard would appear more effective at stimulat- 

ing innovation. Each member of the regulated community can find the 

most effective way to achieve the necessary level of control.~75 

Our economy prefers market forces over command and control regu- 

lation for driving environmental technology. The role of intellectual 

property fights in rewarding inventors and in providing currency for the 

market in environmental technology should be enhanced. 

169. The LAER standard is applied with the New Source Performance Standards of Sec- 
tion 111 of the CAA, 42 U.S.C. § 7411 (1988). 

170. The BACT standard is applied pursuant to National Emissions Standards for 
Hazardous Air Pollutants under Section 112 of the CAA. ld. § 7412. 

171. BPT, BCT, and BAT standards are set under Sections 301--02 of the CWA, 33 
U.S.C. §§ 1311-1312 (1988). 

172. BDAT is a relevant standard under Section 3004(m) of the RCRA, 42 U.S.C. 
§ 6924(m) (1988), and the requirements of Section 3004(o), id. § 6924(0). 

173. Section 301 of the CAA Amendments of 1990. Pub. L. No. 101-549, 104 Stat. 
2540 (1990). Many thousand previously unregulated sources are subject to the new 
requirement of obtaining a permit. Sive & Hall, Clean Air Amendments Mean More Litiga- 
tion, Nat'l. LJ., Dec. 24, 1990. at 15. 

174. Section 301 of the CAA Amendments of 1990. Pub. L. No. 101-549, 104 Stat. 
2540 (1990). 

175. See Magat, supra note 129, at 18; LaPierre, supra note 3, at 805; Gollin, supra note 
10, at 10173; and TIEC/NACEPT REF'ORT, supra note 4, at 46. In practice, both 
technology-setting and performance-based standards may be found together in one regula- 
tory framework, such as under the CWA. See 33 U.S.C. § § 131 I-1312 (I 988). 
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B. Environmental Technology Management 

Technology-forcing regulatory standards create a moving target. 176 

Constantly changing environmental standards present risks and oppor- 

tunities. A company cannot be sure how its technology compares to 

regulatory standards and hence whether it is in compliance. The com- 

pany must take steps to audit its own technology and to track environ- 

mental protection technology. As to opportunities, a company may 

engage in strategic planning by attempting to forecast developments in 

regulatory obligations. A competitive advantage may be gained or 

retained by inventing and protecting technology that is important for 

compliance. Such strategic planning combines aspects of  environmental 

compliance management with intellectual property management and 

allows a company to benefit from environrnental compliance. 

1. An Environmental Technology Audit 

Environmental technology management  is necessarily a hybrid of  

intellectual property and environmental management techniques. Intel- 

lectual property practitioners find benefits in conducting a technology 

audit. 177 An assessment of  proprietary rights helps protect intellectual 

property assets and can reduce or eliminate liability for infringing the 

fights of  others. 178 Environmental audits have also become increasingly 

commonplace as managers seek to verify compliance with environmen- 

tal requirements and assess risks created by hazardous materials and 

practices. 179 The Exxon Valdez oil spill, for example,  increased pressure 

176. See Stewart, supra note 167, at 1271-72. 
177. See, e.g., Rein, The Technology Audit: A Single Step toward Greater Competitive- 

ness, 1 J. PROPRIETARY RIGHTS 12 (1988); G. SMITH & R. PARR. VALUATION OF 
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AND INTANGIBLE ASSETS, (1989); M. EPSTEIN, MODERN 
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY, 519-36 (2d ed. 1989); Greeley, Role of Patent Attorneys in 
Corporate Acquisitions and Divestments, 17 A.I.P.L.A.Q.J. 20 (1989). 

178. Reliance on a competent written opinion of counsel that a new product or process 
does not infringe a particular patent can preclude a finding of willful infringement; other- 
wise, an infringer may be liable for treble damages and attorney's fees. See Central Soya 
Co. v. Hormel, 723 F.2d 1573 (Fed. Cir. 1983). 

179. See 51 Fed. Reg. 25,004, 25,006 (1986) (EPA's Environmental Auditing Policy 
Statement). See also, F. FRIEDMAN, PRACTICAL GUIDE TO ENVIRONMENTAL 
MANAGEMENT (1988); EDISON ELECTRIC INSTITUTE, ENVIRONMENTAL AUDITING 
SKILLS AND TECHNIQUES WORKBOOK (1987); EDISON ELECTPaC INsTrrtrr~ 
ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT ASSESSMENT WORKBOOK (1989); U.S.v. 
Browning-Ferds Indus. Chem. Serv., 704 F. Supp. 1355 (M.D. La. 1988). 
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on industry to audit environmental compliance and impact. ~8° 

The first step in conducting an audit is to select an auditor. Depend- 

ing on the size of the business and its organizational structure, it may 

sometimes be preferable to retain an outside engineering or law firm 

rather than using an employee. The auditor or auditors must be familiar 

with the various kinds of intellectual property fights used by the particu- 

lar business, and must have sufficient time, resources, and authority to 

complete the task. 

The next" step is to assure participation by notifying management and 

employees that an audit will be conducted, that the audit is important to 

all departments in the company, and that everyone should be prepared to 

spend some time responding to the auditor's questions. The auditor can 

then obtain the necessary information by reviewing plans and 

specifications, circulating questionnaires, by interviewing design, and 

production personnel and environmental and production managers, and 

by conducting inspections. The most difficult part of the audit 

fo l lows- -eva lua t ing  the company's  products, formulas, and processes 

and comparing them to records of trade secrets, patents, and trademarks. 

The auditor must determine which products, formulas, and processes are  

protected, which are not but s h o u l d  be  protected, and which have lost 

their protection through disclosure or lapse of time. The auditor should 

also be able to detetrnine which product lines and processes have 

become obsolete so that intellectual property protection may no longer 
be valuable. 

The environmental technology auditor should advise management 

about areas that require emphasis in seeking protection for intellectual 

180. The ten Valdez Principles drafted by the Coalition of Environmentally Responsible. 
Economies are intended to increase the environmental responsibility of signatory com- 
panies by improving efforts to protect the biosphere, making sustainable use of natural 
resources, reducing waste and energy consumption, and including an environmental 
representative on file board of directors. See Can the Valdez Principles Green Corporate 
America, THE ENVTL. F., Mar./Apr. 1990, at 30-45. See also Kass & Gerrard, Responsi- 
ble Investigating: The Valdez Principles, N.Y.LJ., Oct. 30, 1989, at 3, col. I. Valdez Prin- 
ciple No. 10 calls for annual self-evaluation and independent auditing of progress in imple- 
menting the other principles and in environmental compliance. Friedman argues that 
broad-ranging environmental assessment is more productive than a narrow environmental 
audit, and that the notion of independent auditors serves primarily to employ outside con- 
sultants and counsel. See Friedman, Don't Sign the Valdez Principles, in THE ENVTL. F., 
supra, at 40. 

Corporate enthusiasm for environmental audits has also been tempered by the realiza- 
tion that by gaining knowledge of environmental problems, the corporation becomes 
responsible for correcting them; in addition, some fear that the results of such an audit may 
be used directly against the corporation in a civil or criminai enforcement proceeding. The 
emerging doctrine of a privilege for self-critical analysis could alleviate this concern. See 
Bredice v. Doctors Hosp., 50 F.R.D. 249 (D.D.C. 1970); see also Leonard, supra note 76. 
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property, and about areas in which an investment in research and 
development may be fruitful. The auditor must therefore consider the 
various federal, state, and local environmental compliance obligations of  
the company in order to identify intellectual property assets, resources, 
concerns, and opportunities. An audit report can be organized by 
department or product line, or according to environmental.compliance 
programs. To the extent the auditor and management can predict the 
direction of  legal and regulatory reform, the company may be able to 
carve out a competitive niche for the future. 

An audit report can highlight areas where a company is not using 
efficient approaches to environmental technology, and can suggest pro- 
cess or equipment changes to reduce emissions or waste. By reviewing 
entire operations, rather than individual emissions, a company may find 
ways to reduce overall pollution and waste, rather than merely shifting 
control measures from one medium to another, lsl The company will be 
able to take a proactive rather than a reactive approach to compliance, 
and can seek to make regulatory permitting, monitoring and enforcement 
activities more consistent with its business strategy. 

2. Tracking the State of  the Art 

Tracking the state of  the art is an important aspect of  any environ- 
mental compliance program. An environmental technology audit should 
compare the technology employed by the company with the latest 
innovations to evaluate the likelihood that the company will have to 
modernize. For example, if a design engineer knows that new emission 
control or treatment devices are in the development stage, she can better 
design a new facility. It is less expensive overall to design a plant that is 
capable of  using a new emission control or pollution prevention technol- 
ogy than to attempt to retrofit the plant later. 

Tracking the state of  the art is important for more than ensuring com- 
pliance with evolving regulatory standards. By careful selection of  
environmental technology, a company can stay ahead of  its competition. 
For example, where a solvent-free manufacturing process is available, if 
it is likely that new regulations will restrict use of  solvents, a company 
developing a competing process should seek patent protection so as to 
profit from the in-house technology. Alternatively, it may be more 
economical or practical to seek to negotiate a license to use the outside 
technology. Generally, it will be cheaper to do so before the new 

181. This approach will be most effective where regulators are seeking cross-media pol- 
lution reduction. See TIEC/NACEPT REPORT, supra note 4, at 27, 36-38. 49-50. 
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regulations are enacted. Moreover, it may be better to obtain a license 
than to face an infringement action later. 

Even a private individual can assess the state of the art of a particular 
technology. Technical literature and trade publications provide news of 
innovations and evolving technology. Additionally, a vast record of 
inventions dating back to the eighteenth century is publicly accessible in 
a library at the Patent and Trademark Office. Domestic patents can be 
searched by class and subclass of technology, by owner, by inventor, or 
by date. Each patent describes the advantages and benefits of the inven- 
tion in comparison with the background of the invention. 

Patent statistics can serve as a measure of innovative activity in the 
aggregate as well. The degree of patent activity in an industry reflects 
the level of innovation at a given time. ts2 For this reason it is important 
that the F r o  continue to expand and improve the classification and 
subelassification of environmental technology, so as to make it easier for 
inventors to determine the state of the art of a recycling technique, a 
groundwater remediation process, a scrubber, or the like. 

Furthermore, there are a number of specialized sources of environ- 
mental technology information. The so-called "RACT/BACT/LAER 
clearinghouse" maintained by EPA includes data from EPA and the 
states regarding the economic and technical assessment of  various air 
pollution control technologieS. Is3 Pursuant to Section 5004 of  the 

182. See NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION, SCIENCE INDICATORS (1978); 
NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION, SCIENCE INDICATORS (1980); NATIONAL SCI- 
ENCE FOUNDATION. SCIENCE INDICATORS (1982); NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDA- 
TION, SCIENCE INDICATORS (1990). See also R & D, PATENTS AND PRODU~VITY 
(Griliches ed. 1984); Scherer, Research & Development Expenditures and Patenting, 10 
A.LP.L.A.Q.J. 60, 75 (1982). 

Indeed, one can use the patent library to determine whether technology-forcing regula- 
tions have the desired effect of stimulating innovation. The patent system is a measure of 
innovation. For example, four times as many patents were issued fur landfill leachate con- 
trois (in Class 210, liquid purification or separation, subclass 901, specified landfill feature 
(prevention of groundwater fouling)) between 1982 and 1990, after passage of CERCLA 
and the RCRA, than between 1969 and 1981. This is a promising approach to learn more 
about the impact of  regulation on innovation. Cf. Stewart, supra note 167, at 1368-69 
(recommending innovation impact analysis). 

Patent statistics are useful not only to a private party seeking to ascertain the state of the 
art, but also to policymakers and regulators attempting to determine the overall level of 
innovation. Patent application rates provide a measure of  the effectiveness of  environmen- 
tal regulation at stimulating technology innovation; regulations that stimulate a burst of 
patent activity can be said, objectively, to have promoted innovation. 

183. According to a telephone conversation with Robert Blayzak, Office of  EPA Air and 
Radiation, the Clearinghouse was set up by EPA in the early 1980s in response to requests 
from states and public agencies for information regarding control technologies. Section 
108(c) of Title I of  the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 now provides for support of  the 
RACT/BACT/LAER Clearinghouse. Pub. L. 101-549, § 108(c), 104 Star 2466 (1990). 
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RCRA, Is4 the Department of  Commerce is authorized to develop a data 

base regarding commercial feasibility findings for purposes of  assisting 
persons in choosing resource recovery facilities. The definition of  

resource recovery facility under RCRA is quite broad, and includes "any 
facility at which solid waste is processed for the purpose of  extracting, 
converting to energy, or otherwise separating and preparing solid waste 
for reuse. ''Is5 EPA's  Office of  Pollution Prevention has also begun 
operating a Pollution Prevention Information Clearinghouse.IS6 

Information clearinghouses can greatly facilitate advances in the state 
of  the art through diffusion of  improved technology. Clearinghouses 
also enable regulators to be consistent in setting environmental stan- 
dards. The availability of  clearinghouses for environmental technology 
information should be encouraged. 187 Consideration should also be 
given to whether the several clearinghouses could advantageously be 
incorporated into one environmental technology clearinghouse. 
Economies of  scale and expanded publicity for such a clearinghouse 
may make merger worthwhile. 188 

Forecasting technology development is difficult in any field but even 
more so for environmental technology because innovation is so heavily 
driven by regulations. A company must understand not only the state of  
the art and the advances of  competitors, but also anticipate the course of  
legislation and regulation at the federal, state, and local levels. Such 

forecasting is more difficult than trying to predict long-range weather 
patterns, but the effort is important to minimize risk, to protect the cor- 
porate image, to maximize efficiencies of  production, and ultimately to 
maximize environmental protection. Individuals should be encouraged 
to take action to track the state of  the art and to innovate or license inno- 
vative technologies. Legislation and regulation should be applied to 
encourage individual efforts; consistency in regulation would help 

greatly. 

184. 42U.S.C. §6954 (1988). 
185. 42 U.S.C. § 6903(24) (1988). 
186. See EPA, POLLUTION PREVENTION STRATEGY 21 (1991). The Clearinghouse 

includes a hotline, a library, a computer database, and networPdng programs. See id. 
187. C f  TIEC/NACEPT REPORT. supra note 4, at 53, 55--57. 
188. The National Academy of Sciences is considering a proposal to create an agency 

dubbed the National Institute for the Environment. See Booth, Does the Earth Need a 
Government Institute?, Washington Post, Dec. 10, 1990, at AI3. The Institute would coor- 
dinate environmental research and would be a central clearinghouse for environmental tech- 
nology information. An alternative is to encourage cooperation among the many individual 
clearinghouses. 
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C O N C L U S I O N  

Regulators, industry, private citizens, and their counsel need to bal- 
ance economic and technical progress with environmental protection. 
Intellectual property law can provide helpful means for identifying, 
selecting, and encouraging environmentally beneficial technology that is 
profitable. Coordination of environmental regulation and intellectual 
property laws can help achieve the desired balance between progress and 
protection. 

Environmental regulation to date has been more effective at restrict- 
ing the use of  harmful technology than at promoting innovative 
beneficial technology. Intellectual property law is a well-established 
system for promoting invention and facilitating commercial develop- 
ment. Therefore, application of intellectual property principles can pro- 
mote innovation of environmental technology. Intellectual property law 
can be applied to improve environmental protection in several ways. 

Reliable criteria for categorizing a technology as harmful or 
beneficial need to be developed. Distinctions are difficult because the 
scope of beneficial environmental technologies cuts across traditional 
industrial classifications. Since trade secrets, patents and other intellec- 
tual property systems are inter-industry, they can promote innovation in 
industries and technologies--from pollution control devices to remedia- 
tion methods, and from agriculture to manufacturing. However, intellec- 
tual property can also promote innovation in harmful technologies. 
Discouraging harmful technologies is best achieved through environ- 
mental regulation. Regulation can reduce the incentive for harmful inno- 
vation by prohibiting it directly or by rendering it uneconomical. 

Several problems arise from the interaction of environmental regula- 
tions and intellectual property laws; these problems hinder development 
and implementation of beneficial technology. The treatment of  trade 
secrets in the principal environmental statutes is inconsistent with pro- 
moting innovation. Conflicting policies for public disclosure of environ- 
mental and health risks and protecting proprietary information have 
caused the inconsistencies. By focusing on the distinction between 
beneficial and harmful technology, however, these two policies could 
complement each other. Hazardous processes and substances are less 
easily protected as trade secrets than technologies that present lesser 
risks. Congress and the regulatory agencies should consider the effects 
of environmental regulations on trade secrets. If  beneficial technology is 
easier to protect than harmful technology, it would be more valuable, 
and the law would better protect the environment. 

Environmental technology patents can be strengthened or made easier 
to obtain through several means. The Patent and Trademark Office 
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should continue to refine its classifications of environmental technology 
patents. Information regarding environmental technology would be cen- 
tralized to facilitate compliance, innovation, and tracking the state of the 
art. State and federal agencies should respect and enforce the rights of 
patentees, and should assure payment of royalties where appropriate. 
Royalties are important particularly when use of a patented technology is 
required. 

Creative measures can be implemented to improve environmental 
protection by applying the principles of intellectual property law. The 
success of green labelling is likely to depend on whether trademark 
recognition adds to the value of environmentally benign products. 
Trademark and unfair competition laws will settle competing claims and 
prevent confusion in the marketplace. International efforts to protect the 
global environment may rely on intellectual property laws to increase 
environmental technology transfer. Biodiversity may be preserved 
through measures guaranteeing property rights to the custodians of criti- 
cal habitats. 

Companies can use intellectual property assets in environmental tech- 
nology to profit from environmental regulation. However, incentives 
require proper coordination. Intellectual property managers must be 
conversant with environmental affairs, because the market for environ- 
mental technology is largely defined by laws and regulations. By the 
same token, environmental managers should consider the existence of 
licenses, patents, trade secrets, and other intellectual property assets in 
selecting the best compliance strategies for their companies. Federal and 
state environme',atal agencies should develop an awareness of and sensi- 
tivity to the effect of governmental activity on the incentives to the pub- 
lic. There is, of course, no guaranteed way of ensuring that beneficial 
technologies replace harmful ones. Nonetheless, increased reliance on 
intellectual property law can improve environmental protection. 






